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Displacement Produced in an Elastic Half-space by the 
Impulsive Torsional Motion of a Circular Ring Source 

Summary- In this paper the problem of disturbance in an elastic semi-infinite medium due to the 
torsional motion of a circular ring source on the free surface of a medium are studied. Two cases, 
when the medium is either homogeneous or inhomogeneous, are treated. In order to solve the problem, 
the Laplace transform and the Hankel transform and the Laplace inversion by Cagniard's method as 
modified by DE HpoP (1959) are applied. Finally, the integrals for displacement are evaluated numerically. 
The displacement on the free surface as a function of time is shown by means of graphs, in the case 
of both a homogeneous and an inhomogeneous medium, indicating clearly the variation in displacement 
due to the presence of an inhomogeneity. 

Key words: Theoretical seismology; Torsional ring source; Cag~iard-{je Hoop transformation. 

1. Introduction 

At present much attention has been given. to problems concerned with wave 
propagation in homogeneous as well as in inhomogeneous, isotropic, elastic media. 

· Much of this work has been connected with problems of seismological interest, 
involving wave propagation:' The normal loading probl~m of an elastic half-space 
was first investigated by LAMB (1904). This type of problem was then investigated 
by EASON (1964), MITRA (1964), CHAKRABORTY and DE (1971) and many 
others.· In fact a' ~lass of elastic half-space problems involving an axisymmetric, 
normally applied, surface load ~~nvestigated by GAKENHEIMER ·(1971). He 
assumed that loads suddenly emanate from a point on the surface and expand radially 
at a constant rate. He ,used Cagriiard's method to evaluate the inverse transforms. 

· This. paper has a particular reference to the work by GHOSH (1971) where tech
niques similar to those adopted here, are used. Many recent studies on .elastic wave 
propagation are du~ to the work of CAG~IARD (1962), who developed a particular 
technique of finding the Laplace inversion, that has been found to be extremely useful 
in dealing with problems of this type. 

The type of disturbing force considered in this paper is impulsive in time and 
·acts over the circumference of a' circular region of constant radius on the free 
surfac~ of a semi-infinite, isotropic, elastic half-space. The effect of the inhomogeneity 

1) Department of Mathematics, University of North Bengal, Darjeeling- 734430, India. 
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of the medium on the disturbance produced is determined in the .integral form, 
whereas the displacement in the case of a homogeneous medium is determined 
exactly. The displacement-at any point on the free surface.is evaluated numerically 
and the graphs are drawn to show how the vibration of a point in the medium is 
affected due to the inhomogeneity of the medium, which enters into the expression for 

. displacement through the factor e. 

Case /: Homogeneou!) medium 

2. Formulation of the problem 

Let (r, e, z) be the cylindrical polar co-ordinates, z-axis being directed into the 
isotropic elastic medium, the plane boundary being z = 0 with the origin at the 
centre of the ring· source r = a, 'z = 0. · 

The displace·inent is calculated at points inside and on. the free surface of the 
medium, subject to the condition that the half-space is initially at rest and that 
the displacement remains bounded ·even for large .values of z. For torsional motion 
of the ri11g all quantities depend on r, z and the time t, the _only non-zero com~ 

. ponent of the displacement vector is the component v along the direction of e 
increasing. The relevant non-vanishing stress components are 

r = .ue'v - ~) . 
rfJ or r 

and 
ov 

!8z = ,U OZ 

where ,u is Lame~s constan~. The only non-zero equation of motion is 

() a •r8 o2 v 
-;-- (r,8) +-;-- (r8z) + 2- = P -;2 
ur . uz r ut 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

where p is the density of the material, assumed.constant. The boundary condition is 

r9z =; Po(r - a)o(t) (4) 
' . 

where P is a constant, a is the radius of the ring source and o(t) is Dirac's d~lta
function. 

Using (1~ and (2) the equation (3) can be_ written in the form 

o
2
v 1 (av v) o

2
v 1 o

2
v 

-or2 +-;: or--;: + oz2 _= /3 2 ot2 (5) 

. where f3 = J(f.t/p) is the shear wav~ velocity. 
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3. Method. of solution 

We define for all positive real values of s the Laplace transform J;. (r, z, s) of a 
function f(r, z~ t) by the relation 

J;.(r, z, s) = roo f(r, z, t) e-sl dt . . 
Jo , 

Applying_ the Laplace transform (6) to the equation (5) we obtain 

8
2
vl + l (' avl - vl) + 82

vl = s2
vl .. 

8r2 . r ar . r ~i2 p 

Define the Hankel transform v2(¢, z, s) of v1 (r, i, s) by the equation . 

v2 (¢, z, s) = Loo rJ1(¢r)v 1(r, z, s) dr; 

where 11 is a Bessel function. . . 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Multiplying th~ equation (7) by rJ1 (¢r) and integrating with respect tor from 
0 to. oo we get, 

I. 

(9) 

The general solution of this equation which remains bounded as z --> + oo is 

[
. ( s2)112] 

v2 = A exp - z ¢
2 + {3~ . , (10) 

where A is to be determined from the boundary conditions, r9z, = Pb(r - a), where 
r9z, is the Laplace transform of r9z. From the Hankel transform ( r9z,)2 of r9z,• we 

. obtain by using (2) 

on z = 0, v2 =A and dv2fdz = .-A(e + s2ff32)lf2. 
Using these relations in equation (10) we get 

A = _ Pa J 1(¢a) . 
. J1 (¢2 + s2/{32)lf2 

Substituting the value of A in (1 0) and inverting the. Hankel transform (8), we 
obtain · 

(II) 
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From a well-known result (WATSON (1966), p. 358) 

1 <#& •t . 
11 (e~)J1 (ea) =-; 

0 
10(eR) cos¢ d¢, 

and 

lo(eR) =- ei~Rsino/1 dljl 1 12" 
· 2n 0 

(ERDELYI (1953), p. 14) 

where R = J(r2
_ + a2 

- 2ar cos¢), we obtain 

--
1 
=- /1 cos¢ d¢ 2n

2
pv l" 

Pa o 
(12) 

where 
- l2" leo e exp [ -z(e2 + s2/f32)112 + ieR sin 1/1] 

. 11 - Jo Jo ce2 + s2jf32)112 de dljl. 

If we put p = e sin 1/1 and q = e cos 1/1 in / 1 , then 

_ Ico Ico exp [ -z(p2 + q2 + s2/f32)112 + iRp] 
11-- (' 2 2 2//32)1/2 dp dq. 

-co -co P +q +s 
(13) 

To find the inversion of / 1, we adopt Cagniard's technique as modified by 
DE HooP (1959). Acco~,"dingly in (13), we put p = ms and q = ns, then 

_ ·f"';. Ico sexp [ -s[z(m2 + n2 + 1//32)1'2 -·iRm]} 
/1 - 2 dn ( 2 2 1//32)1/2 dm. · o -co m + n + 

(14). 

In the above integral the path of integration with respect to m is the real axis 
(Fig. I) which is deformed in such a way that -iRm + z(m2 + n2 + 1/{32

)
112 = t, 

where t is real and positive. The deformed path of .ititeg~ation is the branch r of a 
hype~pola ~~ose equation is 

lp. the course of deformation of the path of integration it is essential to know 

Figure I 
Paths. of integration in the complex m-plane. 
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the singularities of the function sj(m2 + n2 +1/{32)1'2 in the m-plane; which are the 
branch points ±i(n2 + 1/{32)112. . 

Since the hyperbolic path r does not cross any of the singularities during its 
deformation, it is possible by virtue of Cauchy:s the01'em and Jordon's lemma, to 
r~place the integratiQn along the real m-axis· by an integration along the hyperbolic 
path r. 

We assume 

and 

The point where r cuts the imaginary axis is giveri by 

t =. {(z2 + R2)(n2 + l/{32)}1i2 · 
and the point is 

iR(n2 + 1/{32)1/2 
m= . 

(z2 +R2)112 

which is below the' branch point t(n 2 + 1/{32)1'2. Hence (14) can be written as 

i oo ioo . . ·[ I . . dm+ /1 = 2 dn . s e-sr 2 2 2 1/2 --
o . f(z' + R')(n' + 1/P'll'" (m+ + n . + I/P ) dt / 

- -- dt 
· 1 ·. · dm_] 

· (m:_ + n2 + I/{32
)

112 dt · 
(15) 

Now using the fact thatln_ ,;, -m+ and dm_jdt = -(dm+fdt) where m is thecomph~x 
conjugate of m, (15) can be w~itten as 

- ioo -st i[t'/(z'+R')-1/P'J'" [ dm+jdt .] 
/ 1 - 4 s e dt Rl 2 2 2 112 dn. 

(z'+R'J"'IP o (m++n +_11{3) 
- I . • 

(16) 

Now, 
Rl[ (dm+fdt) J _ I -

(m~ + n2 + 1/{32)1/2 - {t2 _ (z2 + R2)(n2 + l/{32)}1/2 

Substituting this result in (16), we obtain 

. 2n loo . . -sr . 
/1 = 2 2 112 s e dt. 
. (z .+ R ) [(z' + R'J"'J!P 

Hence the Laplace inversion of/1 is 

I= . 2n !!_ [n{r. ~ (z2 + R2)1f2}] 
(z2 + H.2)1/2 dt . . . p . 

= 2n E>[t- (z2 + R2)1f2]· :·. 
(z2 + R2}112 {3 - (17) 
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Therefore the Laplace inversion of (12) by using the Laplace inversion of / 1 as given 
in (17) is · 

· [ (z2 + r2 + a2 
- 2ra cos ¢)112 ] 

Pa i" o t - . f3 . 
v(r, z, t) = --.- ( 2 2 2 2 

,~..) 112 cos ¢ d¢. 
nJl 0 z + r + a - ra cos 'I' . 

(18) 

. To evaluate the above integral we put 

(z2 + r2 + a2 - 2ra cos ¢ )1
'
2 = f30, 

then· 
· .. P/3 P2t2-z2-r2-a2 . 

v(r, z, t) = nw {2(r2 + a2)(!32t2 .- z2) _ (r2 _ a2)2 _ (/32t2 _ ~2)2)1/2 
for 

{z2 + (r _ a)2}1/2 {z2 + (r + a)2}1/2 _:__ ____ _:____ < t < . . 
f3 . p 

(19) .. " 

Case II: Inhomogeneous Medium 

4. Formulation of the problem 

~n this case the same problerri of torsional motion of a semi-infinite elastic medium 
·due to the presence. of a ring source r =a, on the·free surface z = 0 as in Case I 
is considered. The only difference is that the medium under consideration is in- . 
homqgeneous iri nature, the coefficient of rigidity and the density of the medium are 
assumed to be . ' 

and (20). 

Here a1sothe non-vanishing stress components and the non-zero equations of motion 
are the same as in Case I, given by the equations (1), (2) and (3). 

. . 

5. Method:of solution 

Firstly we put v = (1 + ez)v in the equations (1),,(2) and (3). The tra~sformed . 
·equations .are 

. . 

(av v) 
r,o = Jlo0 + ez) or --;: ' 

. { ov } 
!oz = Jlo (1 + ez) oz - ev 

(21) 

. and 

(?2) 

where f3 = J(JloiPo). 
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Taking the :Laplace transf~rm of the equation with ~espect tot, we obhtin 
• • F 00 

(23) 

. . ' . . . 

where s is the Laplace trans( orin parameter which is ~real and positive. Taking the 
Ha~kel transform of the equation (23) we have I - • 

- (24) . 

The general sol~tion of this equation ~hich ~emains bounded for l~rge valu~s of z is 

· • '[ ( 2)1/2] I v2 ~ B exp --z ~i + ; 2 _ _ · (25) 

- -

Applying the Hankel transform and theLaplace transform on the boundary condition 

·,;9• = _11{(1 + ez)-::- ev] = Po(r- a)o(t) . 

and using (25), the value of B is found to be 

B = _ PaJ1 (~a) . 
- Jlo{B + (e + S2jp2)1f2} 

Substituting this value ofB in (25), it follows· that 

- . PaJ1(~a) . ' , -_ [-,. -(- 2 .· s2)1/2] 
- v2 = llo{B + (~2 + s2jp2)lf2} exp -z ~ + p2 . 

Taking the Hankel invers~on. of (26), we have 

~. _ _ Pa roo . · ~J~,(~a)Ji (~r) : . [ -- (. 2 s2
.)1''f]- -

V1- -;;; Jo {e + (~2 + s2;p2)112} exp -z ~ + p2 . dC 
Now, 

roo exp [ -~fe + (~2 + s2;iJ2)1/2.}J dk = . I . - . Jo t . _ . .. 8 + (~2 + s2;p2)112 

Using the above result, (27) is written as 

(26)· 

(27) 

we- n~w replace li (~a)J1(~r) of (28) by the ln~egral, ~hich was used to modify 
equaticm.(ll). Finally we get ·· ' · 

Pa loo ·. 1" · . v =---. e-•kdk --I cos.+.d.+. 
1 2 2 - 2 . 'f' 'f'• 

rr llo o o • · 
(29) 
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where 

I2 =I:" dljl Loo exp [-(z + k{ e2 + ;:)
112 

+ ;eR sin 1/1 J de. 

Assuming p = e sin 1/1 and q = e cos 1/J, it follows that 

I2 = 2 L'" dn J:oo s2 
exp [ -s{(z + k{ m

2 + n 2 + ; 2 Y' 2

- iRm}] dm, (30) 

where, p = ms and q = ns. 

As in Case I, here also the path of integration with respect to m which is the real 
axis is deformed such that -iRm + (z + k)(m2 + n2 + l//P) 1

'
2 = t, where tis real 

and positive. The deformed path is a branch r I of a hyperbola the equation of 
which is 

Noting tha:t the point where r I cuts the imaginary axis is 

. iR (n2 + IYP2)112 
m=-,-,-----:-:-;;--''---;;-:--~ 

{(z + k)2 + R2}1/2 
when 

t = {(z + k)2 + R2}1/2(n2 + ;2}'2, 

one gets from the equation (30) 

I2 = 4 dn s2 e-•'Rl __ + dt ioo ioo (dm ) 
0 {(z + k)' + R1

}
111(n 2 + 1/{J')"' dt 

--:-:--2--,n.,..,(z.+_k.,-)~= i"' ts2 e-st dt. 
- {(z + k)2 .+ R2}3/2 

[i(z + k)' + R2
}

111]/{J . 

Hence the Laplace inversion of (31) is 

= 2n(z + k) { [ _ ((z + k)
2 + Rz)112] 

I { (z + k)2 + R2 J312 2<5 t p2 

'[ _ ((z + k)z + R2)112]} + tb t /32 . 

On substitution of this value of I in (29), it is found that 

· Pa i"' v = -- (z + k)J e-•k dk. 
1tf.lo o 

(31) 

(32) 
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where 

_ f" { f , _ ((z + k)
2 + R2

)
1
'
2
] '[ _ ((z + k)2 + R2)112]} 

J- Jo 2btt . p2 + tb t p2 

cos tP 
x {(z+k)2+R2pt2 dtfJ._ 

To evaluate the above integral we put 

-l=~{(z+k)2+R2pt2, 
then 

where 

·, _ i(I/Pli(z + k)' + (r +a)'}'" , , ~cos tP dt/J · 
. J- '{2J(t- /) + tb (t- /)} [3/33 -d'' dl, 

(1/PJ{(z + k)' + (r- a)'}'" l . 

dt/J /321 
dl ra sin tP 

and 

Substituting these values, we get 

J =. -
1_ i(l/P) {(z + k)

2 + (r + a)
2
}'" 

rap (1/PJ{(z + k)' + (r- a)'l'" 
f(l, k)[2J(t - {) + t~'(t - {)] dl, 

where 
(z + k)2 + r2 + a2 - p2f2 

f(l, k) = /2[2(r2 + a2){{J2f2 _ (z + k)2} _ (r2 _ a2)2 _ {{32[2 _ (z + k)2VJ112 

(33) 

and it is to be remembered that J' is the derivative of the. Dirac's J-function with 
respect to t. Integrating (33), we obtain 

1 . 
J =rap [2f(t, k) - tj(/1, k)J(t- l1) + tj(/2, k)b(t- 12) + tf'(t, k)] (34) 

where 

- . 

It is to be noted that if t- does not belong to (/2 , / 1) then the integrand in (33) is 
zero, consequently J = 0. 

Substituting the value of J in (32), we get 

V: = ~_!_p ("' (z +k) e-•k[2f(t, ~)- tf(lt, k)J(t- /1) 
1tJ.Lo r Jo · 

+ tf(l2, k)J(t - 12) + tf'(t, k)Jdk. (35) 

Now, /2 < t < 11 implies that 

{fJ2 t2
- (r + aipt~ _:_ z ~ k ~ {{J2 t2

- (r- a)2
}

1
'
2

- i. · (36) 
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In evaluating the integral (35), the following sub-cases are to be considered, 
keeping in mind that k satisfies (36) and that k is positive. 

i) If {P2t2 - (r- a)2P12 ..,... z < 6, ~h~t is, if Pt < {z2 + (r- a)2P12 then, t does 
not belong to (/2 , / 1), so J = 0. Consequently v = 0. This is in accordance with the' 
physical condition of the problem because a disturbance cannot reach a point Q 

·(Fig. 2) before the time (l/p){z2 + (r- a)2}112, which is the time of arrival of the 
disturbance at the point Q from the nearest point of the ring source. 

ii) [P2 t2
- (r + a)2.} 112 - z < 0 < {!Jlt2 - (r- a)2P12 - z, that is, 

{z2 + (r- afP/2 < Pt < {zz + (r + a)2pt2. 

In this case (35) takes the form 

p iiP't'-(r-a)1
}

112 -z -
v = --· -P- (z + k) e-•k[2f(t, k)- tf(/1 , k)o(t- /1) 

7rf1.o r o . , 

+ tf(lz, k)o(t - /2) + tf'(t, k)] dk. 

(37) 

The integrand of (37) is considered as a generalized function, so the finite part of the 
integral (37) is retained (JONES (1966), p. 89) and we get 

- PP- pzt2 - z2 - ,z- a2. . -
v= nrfJ.o [2(,2 + a2)(p212 _ z2) __ (rz _ az)z _ ({Ptz _ z2)2J112 

P{JeiiP2
t
2
-(r-a)

2
}

112
-z _ 

+--
nrfJ.o o 

f(z + k) 2 + r 2 + a2 - P2 t2 } e-•k dk 
x [2(,2 + a2){pz 1z

1 

_ (z + k)z} _ (r2 _ a2)2 _ {pz 1z _ (z + k)2}2Jll2 

z 
Q(r.z) 

Figure 2 
Arrival of the direct wave to Q from the nearest and the farthest point of the source. 
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Hence. 

~ ~2-~-~-~ 
v = nrJloO + Bz) [2(r2 + a2)({32t2 _ z2) _ (r2 _ a2)z _ (/3ztz _ z2)2]112 

. . P{3e . r:P't'-<r-a>'l"'.-z 

+ nrp0 (1 + ez) Jo · · 

{(z+k)z + ,z + a2- pztz} e-~kdk . . 
x_ [2(r2 + a2){{3ztz _ (z + k)z} --' (rz _ az)1 _ {f32t2 _ (z·+ k)2}2]1/2 · (38) 

In (38) if we put e = 0, we get. the same result that .we have determined in (19) 

of Case I. 
iii) .If {{32t2 - (r + a)2}1'2 - z > 0, that i~ if f3t > {z2 + (r + a)2}112 then 

P{Je f.lP't'- (r- a)
2

}
112

- z 

v = nrJloO + ez) lP't'.-(r-a>'P''-z 

{(z + k)2 + r 2 + a2
- {32 t2

} e~£k dk 
x [i(rz + a2){pztz _ (z + k)2} _ (rz _ az)z _ {{Jztz _ (z + k)2}2]I/2 · (39) 

It .is interesting to note that in the case of a homogeneous medium there is no dis
placement at a point Q (Fig. 2) after the time t = (Iff3){z2 + (r + a)2P12

, which is 
the time required by the dis~rbance to reach the point Q directly from the farthest 
point on the ring source ~the point Q. But in the case of im inhomogeneous 
medium the disturbance reaches a point Q · even after the time t = 

(l/f3){z2 + (r + a)2
}

1
'
2 which is the maximum time requ~l. by a direct wave to 

reach the point Q from the farthest point on the source the point Q. This is 
due to the fact ihat in the case of an inhomogeneous medium the region z > 0 rriay be 
considered as an assembly of an infinite number of thin layers of material of 
infinitesimal t~i«kness of continuously varying density and coefficie,nt of rigidity. 
That is why the disturbance, which reaches the point Q after succe~sive reflection and 
refraction in different layers of the mediurp, arrives at Q after the time {Jt = 
{z2 + (r + a)2}1'2. The _'disturbance comes continuously after the time {3t = 
{z2 +·(r + a)2 P12 with decreasing intensity. 

6. Numerical solution on the free ;urface z = 0 

In order to obtain the displacement on the ·free surface we make the substitution 
. . . . 

[2(r2 + a2 )({32 t2 -e)- (r2 
.:__ a 2

)
2 

- ({3 2 t2 
- k2

)
2]1 12 = 2ra sin e. 

which transform~ the equations (38). and (39) to the forms gi,ven by 

vnp0a 
--=d=d1 +d2 P{l -
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where ' 

{ [ 
r p212 . r2 ]112} _ 105-•Acos(Jexp -ea 2-;;cos(J+7 -~-l 

d2 - ur [ /3 2 2 2 ]112 d(), (40) 
. 0 r t r , 

2- cos () + -- - - - I · 
a a2 a2 

.r - a < f3t < r + a, 

and 

{ [ 
r p212 r2 ]112} 

cos () exp - ea 2 - cos () + -- - - - I 
Vnfl a (" a a2 a2 

PP = d' = ea Jo [ r f32t2 r2 ]1/2 d(), (41) 
2 -cos () + -- - - - I 

a a2 a2 

for f3t > r + a respectively. 
If w = 0, then from (40) it follows that d = d1 • which corresponds to the displace

ment inhomogeneous medium. The integrals in (40) and (41) giving the displacements 
d and d' have been numerically evaluated for different values of ea at different points 

, on the free surface arid are presented in Tables l-4 for different values of {Jt/a. 

Concluding remarks 

From Tables 1-4 it is found that the difference in the values of the displacement 
at any point corresponding to ea = 0 and ea = 10 gradually diminishes with the 

Table I 

. rja = 2. (rM - I < ({31/a) < (r/a) + I 

flt/a dwhen w= 0 d wheh ea =I d when ca = 10 

1.2 -0.97596 -0.32841 -0.50851 
1.4 -0.58468 -0.08456 -0.41435 
1.6 -0.38490 0.00497 -0.31149 
1.8 -0:24498 0.05256 -0.21268 
2.0 -0.12909 0.08585 -0.11623 
2.2 -0.02001 0.11644 -0.01716 
2.4 0.09676 0.15276 0.09355 
2.6 0.24498 0.20795 0.23612 
2.8 0.50411 . 0.32902 0.48230 
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Table i · 
r/a = IO;(r/a)- I < (Pt/a) < (r/a) + I . 

Pt/a d when ea = 0 dwhen ea =I d when ea = 10 

9.2 -0.14221 -0.00782. -0.13509 
9.4 -0.08155 -0.00314 ··-0.08070 
9.6 -0.04927 -0.00063 -0.04911. 
9.8.· . -0.02559 0.00324 -0.02556 

10.0 -0.00500 :0.00868 -0~00500 
- 10-2 0.01537 0:01588 0.01537 

10.4 0.03834 0.02557 0.03833 
10.6 0.06901 0.03990 O.Q6900 
10.8 0.12546 0.06799 0.12542 

Table 3 

·r/a =50, (r/a)- I < (Pt/a) < (r/a)+ I 

Pt/a dwhen ea ;= 0 d when ea =c I ·dwhen w = 10 

49.2 -0.02700 . -0.00822 -0.026.99. 
49.4 -0.01525 -0.00693 -0.01575 

. 49.6 -0.00894. -O.Q0474 -0.00894 
49.8. ;.....0.00428 -0.00232· .. -0.00428 
50.0 -0.00020 ... 0.00028 -0.00020 
'50.2 0.00387 0.00318 0.00387 
50.4 0.00851 ' 0.00665 0.00851 
50.6 . 0.01475 0.01130 0.01475 
50.8 0.02633 0.01944 0.02633 

·Table 4 

r/a = 2, (Pt/a) > (r/a) + I 

Pt/a ·d' when w =I d' when.r.a = 10 

3.2 -0.17211 
·3.4 -0.07793 
3.6 -0.04250 
3.8 -0.02533' 
4.0 -0.01593 

d' is of the order cifiO- 7 

4.2 -0.01040 
4.4 -0.00697 
4.6 -0.00477 
4.8 -0.00332 

When r = lOa or ea = 10, d' is very small. 
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Figure 3 
r = 2a, variation in displacement near the source for ta = 0, I, 10. 
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Figure 4 

r = lOa. variation in displacement· at a moderate distance from the source for r.a = 0, I. 
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100d 

3 

-3 

Figure 5 
r = 50a, variation in displacement at a large distance from the source for-w = 0, I. 

20d 

-4 

Figure 6 . . 
r = 2a, variatio-n in displaceinent after the maximuin time required by a direct wave ·to. arrive from the 

' · farthest point ·of the source when w ,;, .I. 

increase in the value of rfa. This is also apparent from the e_xpressi()n \or d2 in (40) 
because the exponential term · · 

in the integrand fodarge values of r fa decreas~s rapidly with the increase in value of ea. 
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ABSTRACT It ls assumed that the radius of a ri_np source <'nfree sUI face is incre: 

asing wirh constant velocity c whicn is less than the shear wave velocity. Folio" in.!? 

Cagniard's method as modified by De-Hqop, the displacement pr0duced at any 

point bas been determined in: the- integral. f~~m, fr'om which ~he displacement at 
~ . . ' 

any point just after the arrival of the disturbance~bias been eva·l.uated. The displa-

cement at any point has also been calculated after sufficiently large time. 

1. INTRODUCTION : The torsio~al vibration of an·,eJasti<; half space due to a sur

face force which is periodic in time waitfirst coii'sidere~ by Reissrier_( I 937); Reissner 

and Sagoci ( I9,44) detmpiq_ed. th~ .distribution of the- stres~es in the interior of a 

semi-infinite, homogenous isotropic elas-\)c mat~rial due to a p\!riodi~- shear stress~s-: 

applied in an axially .symmetric manner to a circular area of the plane surf~ce by . 

m·eans of a rigid disk, the torsional• displacement being prc-scriccd ur.der the disk. 

Verma (I 957) discussed the .statiC· distribution'' of stresses,anq displacerr.en~· whe~ 

shearing streSS is prescriOed OD the ·eirctimfer ence of a circle OD' the pJ!lne COUndary. 

Datta (1961) discussed[the 'c·orres'F;Ii~ing" pr·obfe·m ·V.l;en ~hellil1g slr(SS decreases 

exponentially with time. Ghosh (1964) :exact!),-· evaluated the displacement at any 

pnint of the medium when a twisting moment in th!!· form M18 (t)__i~;;!pplied .to the 

disk by following Cagniard (1939) and Dix.(l954). Ghosh (1971) also discussed 
. ' " ' 

the axisy~metric problem. of propagation of a stress discontinuity over a circular 
' . '• '- . . ,!..t 

region by using Cagniard's (1939) method as modified by De-Ho'op (1959). In the 
r~H .. ·. 1 ::0. t _ - · '. 

present paper the author determin~s the displac;;,ment in the integraJ'·form due to a 

I. J. lvi· lvi., 1980 XVIII, 2, p. 
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ring source which increases stea'dily when the twisting impulse is prescribed . by 
Pa(r-ct) H (t), where 8, Hare two dimensional delta function and Heaviside fu!)ct
ion respectively, and' then the exact evaluation of the displacement is dete~mined 
after the first arrival of the shear wave and, the displacement_ ~t .any ppint for large· 
values of the time t. 

z 
Fig. 1. Co- ordinates system in the medium. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM : 

) 

The isotropic, elastic, semi:infinite medium is supposed to occupy the region 

z>o. We choose cylindri.~al polar co-ordinates (r, e, z) with the z-axis directed 

into .(be, ll')edium,. t?e plan_.e• boundar~ being z=o with origin at the centre of the 

sol!rce.' The displacement is calculated at points inside the medium assuming that 

the half space is, initially, at rest and that the displaceme1;1t remains bounded even 

as z~+ ex:. Since the motion is symmetrical about z-axis for torsional motion of 

the ring source, all quantities depend~ on r.-, z and the time L> · The· only non-\lani

s~ng component of the displac::ment vector is the componen~ v along the direction· 

of e increasing. Hence the non-vanishing stress• components are 

wh::re 

. . cav v) 
7're=p. ar-r av 

and Tez=p.. az (1) 

p. is the co~fficient of rigidity. The only non-zeros equation of motion is . 
·- - . ; / • ·- i 

a ( a ( Tre a2
V ar 'Tre)+ az Tez)+2-f-=pat2 

(2) 
where p i~ the density of the medium, assumed constant. The boundary condition 
'is 
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Toz=P a (r-et) H (t) at z=O (3) 

e, p being constant H is the Heavisi~e function and o is the two dimensional 

delta function giveri by 

<X 

27T ~ o (r) rdr= I. 
0 

3. SOLUTION i We define fM all positive real values of s, the Lapiaee transform 

fi (r, z, s) of a function· -f (r, z, t) by 

"" f 1 _ (r, z, s)= fe-st f(r,·z, t) dt 
0 

(4) 

Substituting the values of Tro and Toz in equation (2) and then applying the L-alap 

ce transform (4), we obtain 

a 2 v 1 1 ( ()v v ) a 2 
v 1 I 2 

-af2 +r ;ar=-r +BZ2 =/]2 s vl (5) 

where {3= y (/1-/p) is the shear wave velocity. 

Defining v2 by the equation. 

<X . 

v
2 

(g, z, s) · ~ r J 1 (tr) V1 (r, ~. s) dr . (6) 
0 . 

and then multiplying the equation (5) by rJ 1 (tr) and intetgrating with respect to r 
' 

from o to oc, we get 

d2 v ( ) _. __ 2 = 1:2 +s2jf32 v 
dz2 s, 2 (7) 

Taking t real, the general solution of the equation (7) which remains bounded for 

larg~ values of z, is 

The Laplace transform of Toz is 
.()C 

( Toz) 1 =P ) e-s 1 o (r-et) H (t) dt 
0 

p 
=-- e-sr/c 
. brcr 

It's Hankel transform is 

(8) 
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oC 

{rezh=-Le:· ~ e-srlcJ1 (gr) dr 

' - . ' .z~ [ :~ : ( i' +~ r I,; Yr~;: E~elyi;t~~: 1964: pl ;) ' 

Noting that on z=O, 

dv2 .( 2 · b d. · · ....:dz-=-A g +s 2 f~ 2Yl2 and_usmgth~, ol:lndarycon!tlon, 

"we get .. '·. ·-

, }> . ·c~-~cg2+s2)-I''"J 
A=--- c c2 . · 

27TJL(C (g2+s2jf32~ 

Substitutin~ this value of A in (8) and inve_rting the Hankel transform (6), we 
·:: «>b.tain · '· ... ,.. ·· 

}> 
v ----
1-. 27Tf!:C 

(9) 

Now, . : .. _ .. , il\ ': 

.-• • ~. r . • .: ' ';.- . : ~ . 

' : ,, . ' · · ·.! :: (
1
See Erdelyie{aJ 19.53; p.I4j" .·,:·.·.· 

Stib~dtuiiifg· thi~·~diliiro"f j; ((r) iii (9)'a1i<h)uhlrig ''"' j 
1
''' [ ''·~'' 1 ~ ;;-:· ''l' ,. ,. ,:-~::: ·, ::''; ·'i~1~·' 

/ 

. : p...:..tsin.js and q={cos.p;·weget" .,, ' ... , '·· ':'. ;,,;,;, ::,; E 'l-!11'1'; 

~ ~-' .' . ' ,'I ; ~ 

. ''l,'t' 

. ·.1 • : '; • t'•. ~ .• -

e.:;_z (p2+q~ +s2f,B.2)I'2+irp . ,. : '::, 
X . ( ! 2 . . dp dq. ··' p+q) ·-, ..... r,c .. , .. ,. ·::··•1•-"--'J 

.. -, ·':, ·:. '. 

To· find the in-versio~· of v 1·, we put 

p=ms and q__:_ns in the above integral, then we have / 
, , ··. ' ' . . . .. : I 

v ~~ ·,.:!1 ~~.{ (~2 +~n~_+ Ij~2)1J2_ Ifc. r e'-=s{z(m2 +n2.f-1/f3:)1i2~ir-m}'. 
1 2w2p.c L.,t tm2+n2+Ifc2)1/2 (m2+n~+Ifj32)1/2 (m2+~~) dm 

'' ,; ,. ~ • J. • •' .•. ...;,) -~' •• l.. ·- • -~ • -

(10) 
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I •: 

- 0() 
oO 

~·_,{ r,1 ·,.-.;~- ·\ ;· }! ,·,.1-~J),').tJ. 

' 

- Fig ... 2 

Fig 2. Path of integratfon in the complex m-plane. 

Using-the· usual Cag'niatd~De-Hoop{l959)·tr.an~fb;~ation ·-giv~n b;.- ... _.,,; · :· 
-imr+z (m2,fn 2 fl/~ 2 )1J2.;;=t 

where t is real and positiv,~·,We .pbt~in finally th~. expression of v 1 in. the-. for in 

oc ~ ;. 
- p ' [ din J . ,. ' ' . ' 

V1= 7T.?J.LC s J~ te.~_st ~T. --~ (ll1+•nL"dt~ .. dt .. -,.' , , 
·0 

j(z2+r2) (n2+lff32)f1/2 

ii"t+z [t 2 - (z 2 +r 2 ) (n?. + I/;82 )J'iiZ:·' 
where m+ .z 2 +r·2 

Next change in order of integratidn lead~- 'to·· ·t" · 

'' .. 
~ i . : : 

':· 1 , • t •. -, ri--~ 

: ~J:• 

v1 = 7T~k~ r ,-st ctt. ·---· f"Y ~~ [ K(m.~, ~~) d~+-J ari: ·- ' 
(3-l(z2 +r2)1/2 · ~ 

where y=t2f(z2 +r2)-p-2 

(11) 
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Taking the Laplace inversion, we get 

-P [ 
0 J v=-- H t-[3-1 (z2 +r2)1/2 

7T2fLC 

Vy · [ dm+ 
~ lm K (m+, n) dt 
0 

4. APPROXIMATE EVALUATION OF THE IJISPLACEMENT : 
-

Case 1. Displacement after the first arrival. 

. vr [ dm J 
To integrate ~ Im K-(~+· n) · dt~ dn. 

00 

0 

we put n=yly sin"" and t:==f3-1 (z 2+r 2)1i2,· 

which is the time taken by the shear wave to reach the point (r, e, z). 

The integral ( 13) after the substitution takes the form 

7Tj2 
~ Im [ K.(m+, n) 

0
:+ ::J de<. 

0 

[ ) diT'+ dd--~J= f3r. [ (z2 +r2)1/2 J 
Now, lm K (m+, n dt- "" tf:l2lz2 +r2 )-c2r2 }1/2 -1 

as t-+tf3. 

·Hence from (12), we obtain 

1 } H (t-t:! ), 

' 

<I.J.M M 1980) 

dn. (12) 

(13) 

(14) 

which is th~ displacement at any point (r, z) just after the arrival of the disturbance. 

li is inte;esting to note th~t the displacement due to the first arriva'! 'of the distur-

0 b:tnce at any p lint of the z-axis is zero which is also ex rected from the physical 

stand point. It is to be noted that the displacement at any point on the free sur

face z=o, varies inversely as r. 

Case 2. Displacement after sufficiently large time when Z#O', 

I th . I ;QK' (. dm+ dn 1 ... n B c:t;;e, m · m n) +• (1[- do(, 

(z2+r2)1/2 

t 

(z2 +r2)312 __ Ci_2 ___ _ 

r {z 2 sin 2 "'--(r 2 +z2 ).cos 2 "'-} (z 2 +r 2 i3/2 

(z 2 +r 2 cos 2"'-) 2 ct 2 

rz {z2 -3 (r 2+z2) cos 2 "'-+r2 cos 4 "'-} 

(zq::.-r-2-cos~cZ)a -

The terms containing ljt 3 and higher orders are neglected, After the al;Jove subs
titution (14) takes the following f<;>rm 
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r (z2__:__r"l)l/2 ((
2 z2 sin 2 «.-(r 2 +z~) cos 2«. d«.-

t j (z 2 +r 2 cos 2«.) 2 

0 

rL(z 2 +r 2 )3/2 7T~/2 z 2-3 (r 2 +z2) cos 2«.+r2 cos 4 «. 
----'---oc-'--c,.-'- ---::--;-;;:-'--- --- d" 

ct 2 tz2 +r 2 cos~«.) 3 

0 

(Vol.XVIII No.2) 

( 15) 

The first integral of (15) is zero, hence for the large value of the time t the displa-

ceme"nt is· given by 

~=-Pr (4z 2+5r 2)/47T/L c2 t 2 z 2• 

In this case the displacement at any point varies inversely as t 2 • Also this is to be 
' ' 

noted that the displacement increases with the increas.e of r when t is very large, 

which is in conformity with the physical condition because the radi~s of tbe ring 

source after large time t is infinitely large, 

Case 3. Displacement at the free surface: 

In this case taking z=o, we obtain from Eq. (10) 

C( meiJr111 

~ (n"2-ru2+1/,B2;•/llm·2-t-L2) 
~c< 

ex; c< me i 'rm J 
c .~ d n ~ -(-m---,,_,-, +.,...---n-..-2-:+-l:-c/c-c ""'2 )-;-1 /-.;;'2-(,..-m--,2"-t--u-..-2---.,l;-;/-;:;,8""2 ) 1-:-::12-l m----:-:-~ +-n"2 -) - dm. 

0 -a: 

( 16) 
·The path pf integration in thecomplex m-plane is .the real axis, which is deformed 

i~stich a way that 

-irm=t. where is real and positive. Taking the integral over the defor-

med path we get 

Pr [~c< V=-
. 1 71'2/Lc 

0 

c< te-st 

dn ~ {t·- --r;, 111 2 + !1,82)}''2 
qn2+ 1/[12)1/2 

r 
+~ 

c< r (n2+Jfc2)lf2 . te-s' . 

~ dn ~ {t2(n2+1tc2)-t2J{P-J2~n2+Jf,82)112\t2-r2n2) dt] c 
o r (n~ + lff12)I/2 . 

Changing the order of integration. we obtain 

dn 
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~ te-' 
1 

dt ~ {r 2 (_n 2 +Ifc2)-t2}I/21t~ -r2(n+lff321)}'/2 (t2 -r2n~) ~
/c (t2/r2-itf32)1/2 

~ 0 -

oc ( t2fr2 -~/ {3_~)'1~-- -; ' dn , 

--+)- te-'.' dt ~ - {r2-(n 2 + ljc2) _ 12}1/2 tt2 -•r2\0 2 + Ifc2 ){(t2 --r2fl2) }] 
r/c _ (t2fr2-Jfq2)I/2 .. 

Taking Lapiace inv~rsion .of the, ~-bo~e integral, we finally bbtain, 

Pf3 - ·-- Pt ~ 3 
V=-- H (t-r/{3)"1"' - 2 - 2 - 2)1/2 ... 

21Tp.Cr 1T 2 p.cr.(f3 -c 

x {[fr (t-r/f3)~H (t-rfc)·fl (~ W+ H (t-rfc). II (f), R: <P)}. 

where. ·". 
II (ft.,«) is the compleJe :ellippc integral of 3rd kind, 

II (A,, Ro <P) is the elliptic integral of 3rd kind, 

R2 c2 (t2 f32-r2) n=(t2 f32-r2)fr2 
r2 (f32-c2) .. • 

<P=Cos-1 [f3fc {lc2 t2-r2)j(}32 12;_r2)}'i2 J. 
e.-
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1\I. Gnosn / :i\L L. GHOSH: Torsional Response of an Elastic Half Space . . ' 

I. 

lVJ. Gr:rosn J lVI. L. Gnosn 

Torsional Response of an.Elastic Half Space 
. to a Nontmiformly Expanding Ring Source 

621 

ZAi\li\I G3, G2l -G29 (1983) 

Es werden exa.lcte Ausrb~uckefiir die Verschiebung in einern homogenen isotmpen elastischen Ilalbra.urn 1:n integrale1· Form 
bestirnrnt, de1· irnpulsformigen Torsionskriiften ausgesetzt ist, die sich ube1· den Rand eine1· sich ungleichformig ausdehnen
den Schallquelle auf einer freien Oberfliiche ausbreiten. Es wenlen sowohl positiv als auch negativ beschleunigte Ausbreitun
gen der Schallquelle betrachtet. jvfit Ililfe des Ve1jah1·ens von Oagnim·d De-Hoop wirrl die analytische Losung. in integrale1· 
Form bestirnrnt. Es werden unterschiedliche W ellenfrontfliichen und ihr Existenzbereich dargestellt; Die Reaktionen .der 
et·sten Bewegung beirn Eintreffen verschiedener Wellen werden durch einen Grenzwertprozeft bestirnrnt. Die VerscMebungen 
auf der freien Obel:flii.che werden fii.1' verschiedene Positionen der Sclwllquelle a.uch nume1··isch bm·echnet unrl (Jmfisch dwr
ueslellt. 

Exacl. expressions for d·isplacem.ent in a. homogeneous isotropic elastic half-space subjected to an impulsive torsional force 
spreading over the t·im of a nonuniformly expanding t·ing source on the fr·ee surface a1·e obta.ined in integml form. Both 
accelemting and dec~lerating expansion of the source have been considered. The analytic solut·ion, in integral form, is ob
ta.ined by the Gagnim·d De-Hoop technique. Diffm·ent wavefront surfaces with their region of existence have been shown. 'l'he 
fi·rst motion 1·esponses near different wave arrivals have been determined by a lhniting pmcess. The displacemen~s on the 
f1·ee surface for ,zij'ferent positions of the source have also been evaluated numerical,Zy and have been shown by gmphs. 

,UJIH JiepeMCII(CIIHii B OJJ:HO]JOJJ:HOi\l H30T]JOITliOM ynpyroM IIOJIYH]JOCT]JUHCTBC non: J(CtiCTBHC~I y ,[(Cpanoii 
CHJibi Hpy•rennff, pacnpeneneunoH sa HparrMn HepamroMepno pacnpoc'rpanmoruerocrr HOJibl(enoro HCTO'I
HHHa HU CB060J(JIOii IIOBCpXHOCTH, llOJIY'ICHbi T0 1!HbiC BblpameHIUJ: B HHTCrpaJibHOii !lJOpMC. PaCCMOTpCHO 
ycrwpeHHOC H 3UMCJ(JICHHOC pacnpOCTpaHCHHC HCT01IHHI>a. AHaJIHTH'ICCHOC perneJIHC B HIITCrpaJihHOll [pop~IC 
rrony'!eHo MCTOJ\OM Harurapn:a ,Ue-Xyna. DoHa3aHhi pasnwmr.re nonepxnocTH !lJPOHTa BOJIH n o6JiaCTH nx 
cyruecTBoBaHHH. PeaHUHH nepnoro JlBHIHCHHfl n6JIH3H pasJIH•mr.rx BOJIH onpeneneHr.r rrpenenr.nr.rM nepe
xonoM. Depe~ICilJCHHfl IIU CB060,[(HOfi JlOBCIJXHOCTH ,[(Jifl pa3JIH'IHhiX nO.JIOrHCIIHii HCTO'IHHHU IJOJ(C'IHTaiiJ,I 
'IHC.JICHHO If npC,[(CTaB.JI8HI>I rpa!J!H:ICCHH. ' 

1. Tntrolluction 

The study of the dynamic behaviour of an elastic solid under various forms of moving loads and torsional pressure 
has been gaining importance day by day. This is because of their importance in seismology, structiwal design and 
underground exploration. . 

GAKENHEIMER (l] in one of his papers presented in details the problem of a load emanating from a point on 
the surface and then expanding radially at a c~nstant rate. He consi~~red'the cases when the loads are disk-shaped 
or ririg-shaped and the expanding rates are super-seismic, transeisniic and sub-seismic. Almost at the same time 
Gnosn (2] also considered the problem of propagation of a stress discontinuity over an expanding circular region 
with a constant velocity which is less than the shear wave velocity of the medium. FREUND (3] considered the non 
uniformly moving line load as well as point load. STRON_GE (4] discussed the problem of an accelerating line load in 
an acoustic half space. The non uniform pressure distribution problem .1!-PPlied to an elastic half space over a circular 
zone are discussed by BROCK [5] and by RoY (6]. Almost a same type of problem has been considered by AGGARWAL 
and ABLOW [7]. There it was assumed that circularly symmetric load spreads out from a point on an acoustic half
space with decelerating speed. GHOSH [8] determined exactly the displacement produced by SH-type of waves 
when a torsional force is prescribed over a circular region on the free surface of .a homogeneous isotropic medium· 
and that in the integral form in case of a non homogeneous J1Jedilim: ·' -· · .,, ·. 

In the present paper, the displacement at any point (r, z) in the semi-infinite medium is determined in the 
integral form by prescribing a time dependent torsional force _over the rim of a circular zone. The ring is assumed 
to expand in an arbitrary manner with time. It is found that the displacement field contains besides the usual SH
waves, contribution from conical waves which arise clue to the -motion of- the source. The region of conical waves 
which depend on the natme of the motion of the source al).d the initial speed of expansion of the source are investi
gated in details:-Different wave front surfaces are located and first motion responses near different wave arrivals 
have been obtained. 

Finally numerical evaluation of the displacement on the free surface has been made for a decelerating ring 
source whose radius at ti111e t is of the form h(t) = At112 • Displacements at points on the free 'surface for different 
position of the source have been shown by means of graphs.' 

2. Formulation of the Problem 

Consider a homogeneous isotropic elastic half space on the free ~urface of which a ring source producing SH-type of 
waves is expanding with non-uniform velocity. (r, 0, z) are the cylindrical polar co-ordinates, z-axis being directed 
into the medium and the plane boundary being z = 0. The origin of co-ordinates is at the centre of the ring r = h(t), 
z =:= 0. The ring is assumed to· ex1Jancl with uniform acceleration or with deceleration and an impulsive torque applied 
to the ring is prescribed. · 

42 Z. angew. ~lath. u. ~Iech., Bd. 63, H: iz 

/ 
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The displacement is determined in- the integral form at any poinfinside and on the free surface of the medium, 
sribject to 'lhe condition that the half-space is initially at rest arid that the displacements remain bounded .for 
large values of z. For torsional motion of the ring all quantities depend on r, z and the time f. We assume tluit h(t) 
is non negative and monotone increasing function. The only non-zero component of the displace·ment vector is the 
component v along the direction ofO increasing. The relevant non vanishing stress components are 

(
av v) av 

i,o = fL -a -- and ioz ~~-L-a , 
' 1" 7" z 

where fL is the Lame's constant. The .nonzero equation of the displacement field is 

a2v 1· (av v) a2v 1 a2v 
ar2 + r a;:----;: + az2 = (32 at2 

where (1 is the shear wave velocity. The bou11dary conclition_of the motion is 

ioz = -Po[h(t) - 7'] H(t) , z=O 

(1 a, b) 

(2) 

(3) 

where Pis a constant, o( ) is Dirac's delta function, H( ) is the Heaviside step function and. h(t) is the radius of the 
ring at time t. Initial conditions of motion are given by 

h(t) ~ 0' t ~ 0 and j~(t) > 0 , 

whe're dot denotes the time derivative. 

3. 1\lethod 9f solution 

We define Laplace transform f 1(r; z, p) of the function f(r, z, t) by 

00 

/ 1 (1", z,p) = J exp (-pt)f(r, z, t) dt 
0 

where p is real and positive and Hankel transform /2 (~, z, p) of f 1(r, z, p) by 

f?(~, z, p) = r1·J1(~1')f1(1", z, p) ch-
0 

where J n is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n. 
Apply:ing Laplace and Hankel transforms, to the equation (2) successively we obtain 

d2v 
--

2
·- k2v = 0 dz2 2 

where k2 = ~2 + (p;j(J2). . . 
The solution of the equation (7) which remains bounded as z __,. +oo is 

v2 = K exp (-kz). 

(4) .., 

(5) 

I (6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The value of the constant K is determined, by using the condition (4), the equation (8) and the Hankel transform 
of the Laplace transform of the equation (3). It is found to be 

00 

]( = : .f ~ h(i) J 1 (~h(i)) exp (-pi) di . 

0 

Substituting the value of Kin (8) and then taking Hankel's inversion one gets 

00 00 

v1 =: J h(i) exp (-pi) J ~ J1 (~r) J1 (~h(i)}exp (-l:z) d~ ch. 

0 0 ' 

4. Laplace Inversion, 

In this section the Laplace inverse transform is evaluated by Cagniard's technique. 
\Ve make use of the following results 

" . 

J 1 (.;h(i)) J1 (~r) = ;n J J0(~S) cos cp dcp, 
1 !2" . ' 

Jo(~S) = 
2

n exp (i~S cos u) du · 

-n 0 

(9) 

(10) 
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.. lVhere 
S = (1·2 + h2(7:) -' 2rh(-,;) cos rp)112 , 

to obtain the equation (10) as 
oo n . 

V1 -_ 4~# J'h(-c) exp ( -p-c) J I cos rp drp d-r , 

0 -n 

where 
00 2n: 

ff
~ . -

I= . k exp (i~S cos (1p - u) -:- kz) M du 

0 0 . 

and 1fJ is any constant angle. 
In (12), we put 

ex' =~cos u, {J' = ~ sinu, 

623 

(ll) 

(12) 

then substitute ex' = w cos 'P - q sin 1p and {J' = w sin 'P + q cos 1p and finally replace w by wp and q by qp to 
obtain (12) in the form 

00 00 . _, j' f exp [ -p{ -iwS + (w2
_. + rf + 1f(J2

)
1

/2 z}] . _ 
I- p . (w2 + qz + 1/fJZ)l/2 . dw dq. (13) 

. ' -00 -00 

Equation (13) is the well known form for ~etermining the Laplace inversion of a function by applying Cagniard's 
technique as modified by De-Hoop. Substituting t = -iwS + z(w2 + q2 + ·If{J2) 1 i2 in (13) where t is real and 
positive, the Laplace inversion of (13) is found to be equal to 

d { (t'{Q'J-1/{J')'i' [ 1 

G(t) = 4 dt II[t - e/fJ] Rl (w! + qz + 1f{J2)1/2 dw+] d} 
dt· q 

0 

where e2 = z2 + S2 and 

'iSt -j- z{ t2 - e2 (q2 + lf{J2)Pf2 
w+ = 2 e 

Applying the convolution theorem on (11), the Laphice inversionof v1 is obtained in the fm:m 
oo n t . 

v = _!.fh(-,;) cl't' J cos rp drpfo(u- 't') G(t-
1

·u) du, 
4n~t-t . 

0 -n 0 ' 

which when simplified takes the form 

t " 

v = - h('t') d-,; -- o(t - 1: - e/fJ) drp • . . . p J f cos r.p ' ' 
nt.t e 

. 0 0 

Integrating over rp, we obtain 
t 

v = :! J {II [t _ 't' _ yz2 + (r;; h('t'))2] _ H [t _ 't' _ v'zz + (1·{J+ h('t'))2 ]} Q(-,;) ch 
0 ' 

where . 

Q('t') = [ { z2 + (1· + h('t') )z _ fJ2(t -,- 't')2} {[JZ(t _ 't')2 _ zZ _ (r _ h('t')) 2} ]1/2 • 

To facilitate our discussion, equation (16) is written in an alternative form,-
1-z/fJ 

v = P{J J {H [1·- h(-r:) + JlfJ2(t- 't')2 - z2] H[h(-r)- YfJZ(t -7:)2 - z2
] + 

' n1'ft . 
0 

+ Il[r + h('t') - Jlp(t-==r)2--=z2] II[ -h('t') + Jl {J2(t - 't') 2 
- z2] -

- If.[r - h(-r:) - v' (J2(t - 't')2 - z2]} Q('t') d't' . 

The region of support for •-integration is bounded. by the curves: 

I: r = h('t')· + v' (J 2(t - -r:) 2 - z2
; 0 < 't' < t - zf{J , 

II: 1· = h('t')- YfJ2(t- 't') 2 - z2 ; 7:0 < 't' < t- zf{J, 

III: r = -h('t') + j/fJ2(t- 't') 2 ~ z2
; 0 <• < 't'o. 

42* 

(14) 

(15) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

. (20) 
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The region ofT integra:tion f<;>r Q(T) bounded by the curves' I, II and III are shown in the figs. 1(a-f) and the follow
ing remarks can be made about them. It is to be noted that the curves II and III 1;1re rponotone increasing and de
creasing in their respective region of existence viz. (T0, t - zj{J) and (0, T0) where 

h(To) = {{Jz(t - '<o)2 - z2}1/2 . 

r r 

cr0 -r~ t-(zi{JJ 'lo t-(z!pJ <ro t-(z!pJ 
_a) b) c} d} 

Fig. 1. 1\egion ofsttpportforr-integrationfor fixed z and t. (a - b) when a single 
maximum exists i.e. the starting velocity h(O) is such that (8r/8r) > 0; (c - d) the 
case when no extremum exists; (e-f)whcna maximum(r.) and a minimum (r •• ) 

'---..J,..."""""--...__ _____ 'r both exi~t 

't"xx cr0 'rx t- ( z/ f3 J 
e}" f) 

The curve I has an extremum where 

ar · . , {J2(t - T) 
aT= h(T) - {fJ2(t - T)z - zzpt2 

vanishes and 

azr .. (J2z2 
aTz = h(T) - {(J2(t - T)2 - z2}3/2 

does not vanish. 

.. 

(21) 

(22) 

We consider the different cases that anse due to non uniform increase of the ring source. Let the source 
increase with uniform acceleration h(T) > 0. In this case, if the initial velocity A(O) of the source be such that 

(aar) > 0, then since (aar) > 0 and(aar ). < 0, the curve I has only one maximum .at r = 1'* because az: 
i o T o T t-zf{J aT 

either changes sign once from positive to negative or remains negative throughout in (0, t - zj{J). The corresponding 

cases are shown in Fig. 1· (a-b). Next let the initial velocity h(O) of the source be such that (~) < 0. In this case, 

(
a2r) . (azr) ' ar 0 ' 

if aTz 
0 
< 0, aTz will be negative throughout the interval (0, t- zj{J); the curve I then corresponds to Fig. 1 (c), 

since both (aar) and (aar) are negative. But if (aa 21~) be positive, then az: changes sign once from positive 
'l' o T t-zf{J i o aT 

to negative in the interval (0, t - zj{J). Hence in this case the curve I has either no extremum which corresponds 
to Fig. l (d) or there is a maximum preced~d by a minimum which is shown in Fig. l (e; f). Fin,ally, in case of dece-
lerating motion of the source i.e. when h(r) (not necessarily a constant) < 0, throughout the interval, the curve has 

either only on~ maximum if (aar) > 0 as in Fig. l (a) or no extremum as in Fig. l (c). when (~) < 0. 
. r 0 . ar 0 

We consider the curves I and II together. Their combined equation is 

(23) 

For figures 1 (c, d), r is a single valued function of 1', For the figs. 1 (a, b), r may be a double valued function whereas 
for figs. 1 (e, f), r may be triple valued function of 1·. Taking the equations (18) and (19) together, the values of.,; 
are designated as.,; = r 1 , T = (r1 , r 2) and r = (r1 , r 2, r 3 ) where T1 > r 2 > 7:3 depending on whether r is single, double 
or triple valued function of r. In (20) 1· is a monotone decreasing function of r, so the corresponding value of r is 
designated as r = T4• 

... 
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With the above values of the roots· of the equations (18)-(20) and frori1 a close examination of the different 
figs. l (a-f), the displacement produced by the SH-type of waves is given by v = v1 + v2 + v3, where 

v1 = BH(7'0 - r) I(Q(r); r 4, r 1) , l 
· v2 = B[H(r -r0)- G(r- max(1·*, r0))] 1(Q(r);r2,r1), J 

v3 = B[G(r- min(r*, r0))- G(r- niin(r**' r0))] 1(Q(r);r3,r2) 

(24) 

!1nd 
. . · . {H(r -r:~:) if 7'* =max (r*, 7'0 ) 

G(r- max (r*, r0)) = · · , 
1
.f 

· · · H(r- r0 ) 7'0 =max (r*, r0 ) orr* does not exist. 

G(r- min (i*, r0)) = 
. . · . {H(r·- r*) 

. H(r- r0 ) if r0 = min (7'*, 7'0) or 1'* does not exist . 

Similar meaning. is attached to the symbol 

G(~·- min (r**' 7'0)). B has been written for:~ .·r0 _ VfJ2t2 - z2 is the value of rat r . 0 and . 

b 

I(F(r); a, b) ~ J F(r) dr. 
a 

5. Wave Front Analysis 

In this section we locate and analyse the nature of the wave fronts . 
. · It is known that wave fr:orit is a surface cp(T, z, t) = 0 which is a characteristic of the differential equation (2) 

.and afso satisfy the eikonal equation cp; + cp; - p-2cpT = 0 [9]. . 
The nature of the wave front changes due·-to non-uniform expansion of the source and also it depends on the 

initial velocity h(O) (= u0 ) of expansion of the source. We consider decelerating and accelerating expansion of the 
source for different initial velocities .. 

r 0 

. z2 

Pt 

z 
a; 

.? 

0 r 

z3 
z2 

ZJ 

Pt Pt 
e) 

h: 
~:' 

~ z 

Case of Deceleration 

i) Let i~(O) = U0 < {J. 

r 

b) 

r 

tJ 

r r 
z3 

Pt 
~) d} 

z z 

Fig. 2. Different types of wave fronts, at particular admissible values of time 
and position, which arise due to uon uniformity and initial velocity of expansion 
of the ;ing source · 

From (21) and (22), (~:tis negative for all :z and:;: is also negative as h(O) is negative. So the curve I in 

(0, t - zj{J) is such that r decreases with the increase of r. This corresponds to the region of integration as depicted 
in fig. l(d) and consequently the wave front is of the form as shown in fig. 2 (a). 

ii) u0 (> {J) is fin~te. 

It follows from (21), (~:) is positive fqr 0 < z < z2 and negative for z > z2 where z2 is obtained from z2 = 
0 . . 

= {Jt(1 - {J2 fu~) 112 , therefore the region of integrations for 0 < z < z2 and for z > z2 correspond to the regions shown 
in the'figs. 1 (a) and 1 (c) respectively and consequently the wave front is given by the fig. 2 (b). 
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iii) u0 is infinitely large. 
· · · (a1·) · · . (·a2;.) · . . 

From (21) and (22), it fol!ows that a. 0 is positive for ·all z .and a-r2 is negative for all z and for all T. Hence the 

region of integration is fig. 1 (a) and the corresponding wave front is as shown in fig. 2 (c). · 

Case of Acceleration 

i) vVe assume t_hat the ring source expands with uniform acceleration! and starts with the velocity Uo ( = ,;(0)). 
First Jet u0 < fJ; then (arja-r)0 is negative for all z and (a2rja-r2)0 is positive for 0 < z < Zr and negative for z > zv 
where z1 is to be determined from the condition (a2rJa-r2)0 = 0. For z,> z1, (a2rJCl-r2) is negative for -r in (0, t- zj{J). 
Consequently the region of integration is the fig. 1 (c). On the other hand if z lies in (0, z1 ) then (a 2rf8-r2) is first 
positive and then negative as -r increases in (0, t - zjfJ), so in this case the region of integration is either fig. I (d) 
or fig. I (e or f). · · 

By using (22), z1 is determined .from the equation 

f = "p2zif(fJ2t2 - zi)312 • (25) . 

It i~ to be noted that z1 = 0 whenf = 0 and z1 is a monotone increasing function off. Further, in (0, z1 ), (8rja-r) may 
have two zeroes or there is no zero in the region 0 < -r < t --:- zJfJ, depending on the value of z. The condition that 
(arja-r) may have two zeroes is 0 < z < z3, where . ..., 

Za = l{J (Uo; jt) { 1 -. (Uo ~~;t)~3 r2· for Uo .+ ft > (1 

0 for u0 + jt < fJ • 

It ca~ be shown further that z3 < z1• Hence for 0 < z < z8 the region of integration is fig. 1 ( e or£) and for z3 < z < z1, 

the region of integration is fig. 1 (d). Therefore for accelerating so:urce with initial velocity u0 < fJ, the wave front 
is of the form as shown in fig. 2 (a) if the observation time be such that (u0 + jt) ::;:; (1 a1id for (u0 +jt) > fJ the wave 
front is like the figures as in 2 (d) or 2 (e) according as the position of the source at the observation time is inside 
or outside the characteristic surface 1·2 + z2 = fJ2t 2• 

ii) Next let n0 > fl; from (21) we have (a1·ja-r)0 is'positive for 0 < z < z2 and is negative for z > z2 where z2 
is given by 

z2 ='{Jt(1 - {J2fu5)1f2. '(26) 

Also (a 2rja-r2)0 is positive for 0 < z < z1 and is negative for z > z1 , where z1 is given by (25). So for 0 < z < z1, 

(Ci 2rja-r2) is first positive and then negative in 0 ~ -r < (t - zjfJ). We consider the case for z1 < z2 first. In this 
case 

fJ2zif(fJ2t2 _ zi)3/2 < fJ2~~/(fJ2t2 _ z~)3/2 , 

since fJ 2z2 j({J2t2 - z2)3/2 is a monotone increasing function of z. Using (25) and (26), we obtain 

, [J2(u~ + jt)ju~ < 1 . (27) 

Under the condition obtained in (27), the region of integration is like that of the fig. 1 (b) in the range 0 < z < z1 
and for ~ < z < z2, the region of integration is of the type as shown in fig. 1 (a). For z2 < z < (Jt, the region of 
integration is shown in fig. 1 (c). Therefore for u0 > fJ and for the relation given in (27), it follows that the nature 
of the wave front is of the type as shown in fig. 2 (b). 

Finally, we study the case when z1 > z2 i.e. when fJ2(u0 + jt)ju~ > 1. 
Here for 0 < z < z2 the region of_integration is as in fig. 1 (b). Since z3 is always less than zv so for z2 < z < z3 

the region of integration is like fig. 1 (e or f) and for z3 < z < z1 the region of integration is like that as shown in 
fig. 1 (d). Fig. 1 (c) represents the region of integration for z1 < z < (Jt. Accordingiy the wave front takes the shape 
of the fig. 2 (f). · ' 

6. First ]}lotion Responses 

The expression for the displacement as given in (24) is in the form of integrals over finite ranges. As such, computa
tion of displacement for a given model can be done with the high power. computer. However some idea about the 
nature of displacement at the time of the first arrival of wave fronts can be obtained by a limiting process following 
STRO.NGE [4]. ' 

The displacement field just ttfter arrival time of the characteristic surface 1' .= 1'* is from (24), 

11 = BI(Q(t); -r2, r.1) ' (28) 

whereas just before the arrival time the displacement is given by v = 0. 
To evaluate-(28) near 1" = 1'*' we put 1' = 1"* __: Llr and T = T* + e in equations (18) and (19). Using Taylor's 

expansion in the neighbourhood of (-r*' r*) and by help of equations (21) and (22) we find the limits of integration 
of equation (28) in the new variable 8· as 

y2Llr {(J2(t _ -r*)2 _ z2}3/4 e1.2 = ± (29) 
[fJ2z2--:- h(-r*) {(P(t -T*)2 _ z2}3/2]1/2 
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'/ ... '·, 

The same procedure is followed to det~rmine iil the neighbourhood of (•*' r*)' the value of Q which· is _found to be 

(30) 

where the lowest terms in e and Ll1· are retained. The value of the integral (28) after substituting the value of Q from 
(30) and the limits of integration for the ne1v variable e as obtained iri. (29) is found to be. 

Pf3 [·. 1'*h(_:*) {/J2(t - "* )2 - z2} ]1/2' · 
1"f-l f32z2 _ h(.-*) {f32(t _ .-*)2 _ 'z2}3/2 

which is the displacement at the first arrival of the wayefront given by r ===- 1'*, .. 
. . To find the displacement at the first arrival of the wave front givenby r = r**' we define Q(•) i~ the neigh-

bom·hood of (•**' 1'**) and outside the region of integration by ·· · -' · · 

z2 + r2 + h2(T).- f32(t - i)2 
Q(•) = { z2 + (r + h(•) )2 _ f32(t ----: •)2}1/2 1 {82(t _ -r)2 _ z2 _ (r _ h(•) )2} 1121 (31) 

and put r = 1'** + Ll: and T = "** + e. Following the same procedure as done in case of r = r*' the displaceri1ent 
fat the first arrival of the wave surfacer =·'I'** is found to be ' 

Pf3 [ .. 1'**h(.-**) {f32(t- "*~.)2- z2} ]112. 
r{t h(T**) {f32(t _ "**)2 _ z2p12 _ f32z2 

The displacement at a point due to the first arrival of the wave fronts r = 1·* andr = r** simultaneously, 
is also determined, At this point wave fronts r = 1'* and r = r** from a cusp (ef. fig. 2 (d, e, f). In this case this is 
to be noted that at the cusp r = r* = r** = r (say) and (a1·;a.-) = (a2rja-r2) = 0 where as (a3rja.-3)) =I= 0. Hence it 
follows from equa~ion (24) that the displacement due to first arrival of this wave front at 1' = r is 

Pf3 [ I(Q(•); 7:, •1) + I(Q(•); Tz, T.)J 
JT,'I'{t . 

(32) 

where 7: = 1:* = "** and .-1, .-2 are the two values of -c close to i and correspond to the points lying on either side of 
(i, r) on the curve and I and II together. . .. 

. To evaluate the integrals in (32), .- = 1: + e and r = r- Llr are put in the first integral where as.-= i- e 
and r = r + Llr are put into the second integral of (32). Also this is to be remembered that outside the region of 
integration in the neighbourhood Of (73, r), Q(•) is defined as in (31). . . . . 

After the above mentioned substitution in (28) and retaining the lowest order term of e and Llr, one gets the 
displacement due to first arrival at 1' = r as 

(33) 

where 

3 
_ 6Lh·(r- h(7:)) 5 

a- ... 
· 3f34z2(t- ?:) - h(i) (r- h(T.)) 5 

By substituting 

the integral in (33) is evaluated. The displacement due· to first arrival of the wave front r = r is found to be 

25/6 Pf3 7jlf2h1f2(1:) {(32(t _ ?:)2 _ z2} 7/12 ( 1 1 ) 

( 32f3m·f-t(Llr)1f6 [3f34z2(t _ <) _ h(•) {f32(t _ •)2 _ z2}5/2]1/3 B 3' 2 

where B(m, n) is the Beta function. 
It is interesting to note that in this case the displacelljlent due to first arrival at this point is infinitely large due 

· to the presence of the factor (Llr) 116 in the denominator. . 
Finally we consider the cl{aracteristic surface r2 + z2 = f32t2 which corresponds to a disturbance initiated· at 

the origin when the torque is first applied at.- = 0. This dish1rbance spreads out from the origin with a velocity 
equal to (3. To find the displacement due to the first arrival of this stirface, following AGGARWAL and ABLOW [7) let 
us consider the curve · · 

r: 1' = {f32(t - •)2 - z2} 1/2 

and the lines 

zl: 1' = v (f32t2 - z2) - 82; 

(34) 

(35), (36) 
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' -
where s1 and s2 are very small positi~e quantiti~s. The_n_ to the first order: of s~ and s2,_ · 

(l X F-) = s2 V fJ2t2 - z2 = -c'(say) 
1, (J2t ·' 

- ez V (J2t2 -:- z2 
(l1 X III) = ·. V = -c4 (say) , 

h(O) ({J2t2 - z2) + f32t . 

- si Vf32t2- z2 . 
(l2 X I) = . ,/ . = -r2(say), 

h(O) v (fJ2t2 - z2) - pzt 

sv s2 are such that -r2 < -r' and tends to zero as t _,. eoff3, where eo = V(r2 + z2). Then it follows immediately that 

.J ( Q(-r); -r4, -c') _,. 0 and I ( Q(-r); -r2; -c') _,. 0 as t _,. eo/f3 • 

Also J(Q(-r); -r', -ri-) - I(Q(-c); -c', -r1) _,. 0 as t _,. eoff3, where -ri = (l1 : X J) and -r1 = (12 X J) are the' values oh which 
correspond to the points on the right of -c'. From this it follows that the displacement is continuous across the charac
teristic surface eo = fJt, showing that the displacement due to the first arrival of the characteristic surface r2 + z2 = 
= {32~2 is· zero.· 

/ 

7. Surface Displacement 

In this section surface displacement has been determined num-erically for a particular: type of nonuniforrnly moving 
surface.-We consider a decelerating ring source whose rad!us h(-r) at any time-r is assumed to be h(-r) = A-r1i2 • The 
displacement at any point (r, 0) at the time of observation tis determined. 

Acc_ording to the position .of the source the following ,three possible cases are considered. 

i) Radius h(-,;) ofthe ring coinciding with the rim of the coni6al wave front and moving with/it so that {Jt' < h~). 
ii) {Jt < h(t) < r*. 
iii) h(t) < fJt. 

, To determine the displacement on the free surface, we put z = 0 in the function Q(-r) of equation (24) and the 
variable o'f integration-cis changed to T, by su?stituting T =-eft. Q(-c) is then obtained in the form 

r2 A2 . 
f32t2 + f32t T - (l - T)2 

Q (Tt) = R(T)-= 

[{(
r A 1jT)

2 

}{ (
1
• A1 jT)

2

}]

1

i
2 

{Jt +pv t - (l- T)2 (l- T)2- {Jt--/f v t 
o~ a close examination of the regions of integration as shown in Fig. l, the displacement v, in case of (i) is given by _'f-

flV {Jt 
p=nr I(R(T); T1, T2) for · 0 < r <fJt, 

flV _ {Jt . 
p-nr I(R(T), Tv T2) for {Jt < r < h(t). 

The displacement in case of (ii) is given by 

flV {Jt 
p = m· l(R(T); T1 , T2) for 1· < {Jt, 

flV {Jt 
-p =-l(R(T); Tv T2) ·for {J_t <r < lt(t), nr , 

flV {Jt • 
p =!fir I(R(T); _T1, T 3) for h(t) < r < r* 

~n~ the di_splacement in case (iii) is 

. ·Pfl v ~ {Jt I(R(T); T1, T 2) for o < r < h(t), 
. nr · 

fl {Jt 
p v = nr I(R(T); J'1 , T 3 ) for h(t) < r < {Jt, 
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( a) 

A2 
-2-=9.00 
f3 t 

2 4 
rlfJt 

6 

12 

8 76 

~~~---LT __ _L __ J2 __ _. 
0.4 

b) rlf3t c) 

:Fig. 3. Graphs showing (p./P) v versus (rf{Jt) when z = 0. (a), (b), (c) correspond to the cases (i), (ii) and (iii) respectively 

where 

r 1 A 2 1 A 1 jA
2 ( 1') 

T a = 1 - {Jt + 2 fJ2t + ,2 fJ 1/t V fJ2t + 4 1 - {Jt • 

A2 
-2-=0.25 
p t 

r/ f3t 
1.2 

All the above integrals are numerically evaluated and the graphs are plotted by specifying admissible values of 
(rf{Jt) against (pfP) v. 
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Displacement Due to a Uniformly Moving Line Load 
over the Plane Boundary of an Inhomogeneous Elastic Half-Space 

By 11. Ghosh and M. L. Ghosh, Raja Rammohunput*) 

(With 3 figures) 

Summary 

A concentrated line load originating at t = 0 at the origin of co-ordinates moves with uniform 
velocity along the boundary of an isotropic inhomogeneous medium. Following CAGNIARD's method 
_as r,o.odified by DE HooP, the displacement components u and w· are determined in the integral 
form. Finally, an approximate evaluation of the integrals is worked out near the first a1'i'ival of 
the wave fronts. -

Zusammenfassung 

Eine konzentrierte Linienbelastung, die zum Zeitpunkt t = 0 am 'Koordinatenursprung ein
setzt, bewegt sich mit gleichfiirmiger Geschwindigkeit iiber die freie Oberfl.ache eines isotropen, 
inhomogenen :Mediums. Mit Hilfe der :Methode von CAGNIARD in ihrer DE HooPs chen Abwandlung 
werden die Verriickungskomponenten u und w in ihrer Integraldarstellung bestimmt. SchlieBlich 
werden die Integrale fiir die Zeit urn das erste Auftreffen der Wellenfronten naherungsweise be
rechnet. 

1. Introduction 

Since the publication of the classical paper by LAMB [6] the problem of line and 
point sources in homogeneous media has att~·acted the attention of many investigators. 
But. the corresponding problems for inhomogeneous media have not been-discussed 
by many authors as yet. The problem of wave propagation in an inhomogeneous 
medium is important to geophysicists, because any realistic model of the Earth must 
take into account the continuous change in the elastic properties of the material in 
the vertical direction. Since the mathemati~al treatment of a complicated model is 
extremely difficult and since the approximation to such a problem does not lead to 

, any worth while solution, so some simplifying assumptions are usually made. WILSON 
10] studied the propagation of surface waves in a semi-infinite medium, assuming 

density to be constant and the coefficient of rigidity to be varying exponentially 
depth. STONELEY [9], however, considered the transmission of RAYLEIGH waves 

a heterog~neous medium in which the rigidity varies linearly with depth. The field 
to a point source in an inhomogeneous isotropic medium in which denf;lity is 

t but the bulk modulus A. varies with depth according to the law A.= A.0(l + sz)2 

considered by SINGH [8]. 
the present paper, considering an elastic medium in which the elastic parameters 

density e vary according to the law A.= {1, = fl,o(l + sz)2 and e = eo(l + sz) 2, 

Y GHOSH and MoHAN LAL GHosn:, Department of Mathematics, North Bengal 
, Raja Rammohunpur, Darj~eling, We~t B,engal 734430, India. 
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the transient problem for a two-dimensional line load moving with uniform velocity 
v over the surface of the non-homogeneous semi-infinite medium is studied. The 
ground motion excited by the moving surface load occurs, for example, from nuclear 
blasts and from shock waves generated by supersonic aircrafts. These practical prob
lems have been formulated matl:_lematically by a two-dimensional normal line load 
which is suddenly created at t = 0 and moves subsequently with uniform velocity 
along the free surface. The method of solutions involves the use of the integral trans
form and CAGNIARD's [l] inethod as modified by DE HooP [4]. The application of 
CAGNIARD's method in the solution of transient problems in inhomogeneous media 
does not seem to have been discussed earlier. 

This steadily moving line load problem, where·t varies from -oo to oo, has been 
solved by CHAKRAVARTY and DE [2] following the method of CoLE and HuTH [3]. Of 
course, the transient solution for a point load moving over the surface of a homo
geneous isotropic half-space has been thoroughly discussed ·by GAKENHEIMER and 
Mllrr.owrTz [5]. An exact solution of the buried uniformly moving line-source problem 
has also been obtained by MiTRA [7]. 

2. Formulation of the problem 

The inhomogeneous semi-infinite medium is supposed to occupy the region z > 0 
as shown in Fig. l. The x-axis is taken along the free surface, whereas the z-axis points 
vertically downwards into the medium. A concentrated line load, which is assumed 
to originate on the free surface at the origin at timet = 0, moves with uniform velocity 
v ( v <a, {J) along the positive direction of the x-axis. 

t ·0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 ~ vt 

----------------+---------------~-----------X 

z 

Fig. I 

y. • flo (1• u)2 

r:=~.(1+£Z)2 

The equations of motion for a non-homogeneous medium in the absence of be 
forces are 

-A.-+-+2t-t-+-t-t-+- =e-, a [ (au aw) au] a [ (au aw)] a2u 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

- t-t -+- +-A.-+- +2t-t- =e-. a [ (au fJw)] a [ (au aw) aw] a2w ax az ax (}z ax az az at2 
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u and w are the displacement components in the x- and z-directions, A, p, are LAME's 
constants and e is the density of the medium. It is assumed that 

A = p, = p,0(l + sz) 2 , e = eo(l + sz) 2 
' (3) 

such that the velocity of propagation is independent of z. The equations (l) and (2) 
haye to be solved subject to the boundary conditions 

Txz = it(au + aw) = 0 at z = 0 }. az ax ' 

"•• =A (au+ aw) + 2p, aw = -PtJ(x - vt) at z = 0, t > 0 . ax az az 
. tJ(x - vt) is DiRAc's delta function. 

3. Formal solution 

In order to solve the equa1}ons (1) and (2), we make the substitution 

U = u(l + sz) and V = v(l + sz) . 

This transforms the equations (l) and (2) into the forms 

3 a
2U + 2 ~(aw) + a2U =eo a2U 

ax2 ax az az2 !ko at2 

and 

a2W + 2 !.._ (au)+ 3 ~
2W =eo a2W . 

ax2 ax az . az2 !ko at2 

We introduce the FoURIER transform over x defined by 

00 

f1(p, z, t) = f f(x, z, t) eipx dp 
-oo 

and then take the LAPLACE transform over t defined by 
00 

h(p, z, s) = f f1(p, z, t) e-st dt . 
0 

. The equations (6) and (7) after these transformations take the forms 

and 

where 

(.!!..._- 3k2) fj = 2i dW1 
dz2 · 1 1 p dz 

' 

(
3 .!!..._ - P) W = 2i dU1 

dz2 2 1 p dz ' 

£X2 = 3fJ2 = A + 2p, • 
e 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
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Using the conditions that the displacement components vanish as z approaches oo, 
the solutions of (8) and (9) are · ' 

~ = A e-k,z + B e-k,z' 

W- - 1 (Ak . -k,z + p2 B -k,z) 
1--:-- 1 e --e . 

~p k2 

(10) 

(11) 

Using (5), the above equations become 

and 

~ = __ 1_ (A e-k,z + B e-k,z) 
1 + sz 

(12) 

(13) 

A and B have to be determined from the conditions 

du1 • _ • _ dw1 p 
--:- ~pw1 and -~pf.L0U1 + 3[.L0 - =. on z = 0, 
~ - . ~ ~V-8 

which are obtained by taking first the FoURIER and'then the LAPLACE transform on 
both sides of equations (4). It is found that 

A = ipP(sk2 + k:+ p
2
) ' 

p0(ipv - s) (k1k2 - p 2) f(p) 
B = _ ipP(2k1k2 + sk2) ' 

flo(ipv- s) (k1k2 - p 2) f(p) 

where 

f(p) = (p2 - 3k1k2) - 3s(k1 + k2) - 3s2 • 

· Substituting the values of A and Bin (12) and (13) and taking Fou:RrER inversion, 
we-get 

00 

u = iP J p(sk2 + k~ + p 2) e-k,z - pk2(2k1 + s) e-k,z e-ipx dp 

2:n:[.L0(1 + sz) (ipv - s) (k1k2 - p 2) f(p) · 
-oo (14) 

and 
00 

w = _____ 1 2 2 · 1 e-'P"' dp . P J k (sk + k" +·P2) e-k,z_ p2(2k + s)·e-k,z . 

2:n:[.L0(1 + sz) (ipv- s) (~k2 - p 2)j(p) 
-00 (15) 

4. Laplace inversions 

We assume 

u = p (I I) 
2:n:p,0(1 + sz) 1 

-
2 

' 
(16) 

where 

-00 
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and 

-co 

To find the inversions of 11 and 12, we adopt CAGNIARD's technique as modified 
by DE HQOP [4]. Accordingly, we put p = -8h in 1v which then reduces to the form 

(17) 

-00 

1 where 

k? = h2 + 12 ' k~2 = h2 + {3\ ' 
. (X 

<P(h) = (3k~k; - h2) (h2 
- k~k;) = -(h4 - 4k~k; + 3k~k;) . 

It has to be noted that <P(h) = 0 is the RAYLEIGH wave velocity equ·ation correspond
ing to the homogeneous medium with A = p0 = p and 

z. 2 38e(k~ + k;) 3e2 · ~~ 
'P(8, rb) = 8 + 3k~k; _ h2 -J:- 3k~k; -'- h2 = (8 -ern,_) (8 - em2) , 

, where 
-3(k~ + k;) ± [9(k~ - k;)2 + 12h2]1f2 

ml, 2 = · 2(3k~k; - h2) ; 

m1 and m2 are both negative. Breaking up (ek; + 8k~2 + 8h2)i'P(8, h) into partial 
fractions, the equation (17) can be written as 

( M + N )dh. 
8-ern,_ 8-em2 ' 

-00 

similarly, 
00 

12 
= f ih(1 - ihv) e-s(k?.z-ikz) ( S . + T ) dh. 

(1 + h2v2) <P(h) 8 - ern,_ 8 - em2 . · 

In (18) and (19), 

and 

M = k; + rn,_(k'; + h2
)' N = k; + m2(k~z + h2) 

m2- rn,_ ml-m2 

s = k; + 2rn,_k~k; ' T = k; + 2m2k~k; . 
m2- rn,_ rn,_- m2 

First let us consider the integral 
00 

~----~------~· dh f ih(1 - ihv) e-s(k]_z-ihz) M 

(1 + h2v2) <P(h) 8 -ern,_ ' 
-co 

22 Gerl. Beitr. Geophys. 87/-1 · 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 
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which occurs in equation (18). In this integral the path of integration with respect to h, 
which is the real axis, is deformed in such a way that 

z h2 + - - ihx = q , ( 
1 )1/2 

. cxz . 

Fig. 2 

where q is real and positive. The deformed path of integration is the branch F1 (Fig. 2) 
of a hyperbola, whose equation is 

. ( xz + z2)1f2 
~qx ± z q2 - ---

cxz h = ___ _._ _____ _:____ 
xz + z2 

In the course of deformation of the path of integration it is essential to know all the 
singularities of M/[(1 + h2v2) cZJ(h)] in the h-plane, which are the poles at ±(i/u), 
±(ifvR) and the branch points at ±(i/cx) and ±(i/{J), where vR is the RAYLEIGH wave 
velocity corresponding to the homogeneous medium when A = p, = 1-"o· 

Since the hyperbolic path F 1 does not cross any of the singularities during its 
deformation, it is possible by virtue of CAUCHY's theorem and JoRDAN's lemma to 
replace the integration along the real h-axis by an integration along the hyperbolic 
path F1 • We write 

. ( xz + z2)1/2 
~qx - z q2 - ---:-

cx2 
h_ = -----'---------'---

then 

. _ ( xz + zz)112 
~x q2 - ± qz 

dh± = --~--~~cx_
2 

__ ~--~~ 
d . ( 2 + 2)1/2 . 

q (xz + z2) .qz _:_ x cxz z 
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Using the facts that 

where his the complex conjugate of h, the expression (20) takes the form 
()() 

" 

"' 
Using the convolution theorem, the LAPLACE inversion of the above integral is 

where t" = (x2 + z2)
112 frx is the arrival time of P-waves. By use of the properties of 

the c5-function, the above integrals can be written as -

- [ t h M e"n,.(t-T) dh 
H t - t -2 Im + + ---.:!: d-e ( .) / t, + h~v') .P(h+) dT} + 

(21) 

It should be noted that in the integrand of the above integral q has been replaced: by;r 
everywhere. 

In a _similar manner the LAPLACE inversion of the other part of 11 in (18) can be 
determined. It is found to be a similar expression as the expression in (21) except that 
M + and ~+ have to be replaced by N + and m2+ respectively. Thus the LAPLACE 

inversion of 11 is 

22• 
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Next we shall calculate the LAPLACE inversion of 12 that occurs in (19). As before 
here also we define 

z ( h2 + ;2r
2 
- ihx = r ' 

where r is real and positive. So, 

~rx + z 1"2 - ---
. ( x2 + z2)1/2 

h - ' /32 (23) 
±- x2+z2 

Case 1: A path along which 1" is real and non-negative is the hyperbolic path T 2 

(Fig. 2) represented parametrically by the above equation with 1"> (x2 + z2)112jf3, 
provided the path where it cuts the imaginary axis, viz. h = ixff3(x2 + z2) 1i 2, lies. 
below the branch-point ifcx, which occurs when x < f3zf(cx 2 - {32)

112
• In this case the 

path T 2 (Fig. 2) does not· cross any of the singularities during the deformation. Follow
ing the same procedure as that done in case of 11; the LAPLACE inversion of 12 is 
found to be 

t 

H(t - t )J-2 Im [ h+ {S e•mu(t-~) + T e•m,.(t-~)} dh+] d-r + 
fJ (1 + h~v2) !l>(h+) + + d-r 

t{J t 

+ H(t - t ) 2v Re + {S e•m1+(t-~) + T e•m,.(t-~)} --.2: d-r J [ v ~] 
fJ (1+h~v2)!1>(h+) + + . d-r ' 

1p (24) 

where tp = (x2 + z2)112Jf3 is the arrival time ofS-waves, and h+ occurring in the above 
expression is obtained by replacing 1" by -r in the expression for h+ as given in (23). 

Case 2: If x > f3zf(cx 2 - {32)112, the point ixff3(x2 + z2)1i2 lies above the branch point 
i/rx. Therefore, the path of integration in the h-plane has to be deformed to the path 
Fa (Fig. 2) round the bra:nch point ifcx as shown in Fig. 2. · 

We consider the integral 
00 

}
• ih(1 - ihv) S. ~ -s(k~z-ihx) dh 

( 1 + h2v2) !P(h) s - e11Z]_ 
(25) 

-oo 

occurring in 12 of equation (19). Here too we put 

( 
1 )1/2 

z h2 + 2 - ihx = r • 
f3 .. 

On the two finite straight line portions of the path Fa, h is given by 

.. { (x2 + z2 )112} 
~ 1"X -z --- -r2 

h-±+ . f32 
±- rJ . 2+2 

X Z 

where finally rJ should be made to tend to zero, and on the remaining portions of the 
path of F 3 , 

. ( x2 + z2)I/2 
~1"X ± Z 1"2 ----

h± = f32 
x2 + z2 
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On the straight line portions of the path Fa, r varies 'from r = trr.p tor== tfJ, where 
trr.fJ = xjo: + z(1/{J2 - 1/fX2)

112 is the arrival time of PS-waves. The expression in (25) 
can then be written in the form 

tp 

- e sr r+ J[ ih+(1 - ih+v) s+ dh+ ih_(1 - ih_v) dh_] - d 

(1+h~v2) fP(h+) (8-B'fnt+) dr (1+h:_v2) fP(h_) (8-sm1 _) d; 
trr.{J 

00 

J[ . ih+(1 - ih+v) s+ dh+ ih_(1 - ih_v) dh-'] - d 
+ (1+h+v2) cJ>(h+) (8·-sml+) -a; -(l+h:._v2) fP(h_) (8--:-Bm,__) dr e sr r. 

t{J. . . • ' (26) 

Noting that· h_ = -h+, dh_fdr = -(dh+fdr) and S_ ---: S+ .on the path Fa, the ex-
pression (26) takes the form · 

tp tp 

- m - r+ v e X J 21 h+S+ e-•r dh+d ! 2 R h;_s+ · 

. (1 + h;_v2
) fP(h+) 8 - sm,_+ dr (1 + h;_v2) fP(h+) · 

~ ~ 
00 

X - r - m r+ e-•r dh+ d + 'J 2 I · h+S+ . e-sr dh+ d 
8 - e'fnt+ dr (1 + h~v2 ) fP(h+) 8 - sml+ dr 

00 tp 

+ J 2v Re h+S+ e-•r dh+ dr. · (27) 
(1 + h;_v2) fP(h+) 8 - e'fnt+ dr 

t{J 

To transform the other integral of 12 occurrip.g in (19), a similar procedure is 
· applied, and finally 12 in (19) takes the following form: 

tp 

12 = J -21m { h.t.e-•' ( S+ + T+ )dh+}dr + 
. (I + h;_v2) fP(h+) 8 - sm,_+ 8 - sm2+ dr 

~ta<p 

00 
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Next the LAPLACE inversi_on of 12 in (28) has to be calculated. By applying the 
convolution theorem, the LAPLACE inversion of the first integral of 12 in (28) is found 
to be 

t tp 

f
d-cf-2rm{ h+e-sr ( S+ +, T+ )dh+}t5(-c-r)dr= 
· (1 +h~v2) if>(h+) 8- Bfnr+ 8- em2+ dr 

0 ttX{J 

t 00 

= d-e -2Im -·-·- + - !5(-c-1·)dr-f f { h+ e-•r ( S+ T + )dh+} 
(I+h~v2)if>(h+) 8-eml+ 8-em2+ dr 

0 ttX{J 
;;)1.. 

-fd-cf -2 Im { . h+ e-ST ( s+ + T+ )dh+}b(-c-1·)dr 
(1 + h~ v 2) if>(h+) 8 - eml+ 8 - em2+) dr ' 

0 tp 

and it takes the following form when the 15-function property is used: 
t 

H(t - t ) J-2 Im { · h+ (S e•m,.(t-T) + T e•m,+<t-T)) dh+}d-c-
IX{J (I + h~v2) if>(h+) + + d-e 

ttX{J 

. (29) 

It can be shown that the last term of (29) is cancelled with the LAPLACE inversion of 
the second integral in (28). · 

Similarly, the LAPLACE inversion of the other integrals of (29) can be determined, 
and finally, after simplification, we get the LAPLACE inversion of 12 as 

t 

H(t - t .. p) Jn -2 Im { h+ (S e•m,.(t_:_T) + T e•m,+(t-T)) dh+} d-e -
(1 + h~v2) if>(h+) + + d-e 

ttX{J 
t 

-H(t -t ) 2v Re + (S e•m,+(t-T) + T e•m,.(t-T)) _.2: d-e. f { h
2 

dh} 
rx{J (l+h~v2)if>(h+) + + d-e 

tiX{J ' 

(30) 

Combining the results of the inverse LAPLACE transforms of 11 and 12 from (22) 
and (24) it follows that 

p 
u(x, z, t) = X 

:n.u0(l + ez) 

_j 

X [H(t - t ) ft- Im { h+ (M e•m,.(t-;)+ N e•m,+<t-T)) dh+} d-e + 
" (l +h~v2) if>(h+) + + d-e 

ttX 
t 

J { h
2 

dh} + H(t - t ) v Re + · (M+ e•ml+(t-T)+ N e•m,.(t-T)) _.2: d-e _ 
IX (l + h~v2) if>(h+) + d-e 

toe 
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Carrying on a similar procedure as done for the evaluation of the displacement 
along the x-direction, the expression for the displacement· along the z-direction can 
also be determined from (13) and is found to be equal to 

p 
w(x, z, t) = X 

n.u0(I + sz) 

X [H(t __: t ) JtRe { _k~+ (111 e""l+(t-T)+N e•m,.(t-T)) dh+} d-r + 
" (I+ h~v2) tP(h+) + + d-r: 

to: t . . 

+H(t-t )Jv lm{. k~+h+ (M e•ml+(t.,-T)+N e•m,+(t-T)) dh+}d-r: + 
" (I+h~v2)tP(h+) + . + d-r: 

. to: 
t 

+H(t-t) Re + (8 e•m,.(t-T)+T e•m,.,.(t-T))~ d-r:+ f { h
2 

dh } 
fJ. k~+(I+h~v2) tP(h+) + + d-r: 

t{J . 

· +H(t-t )11

vlm{ h~ (8 e•~,.(t-T)+T e•m,+(t-T))dh+}d-r:] 
fJ k;+(I+h~v2) tP(h+) + + d-r: 

t{J . 

(33) 
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It should be remembered that in the :first two integrals of the equations (31), (32), (33) 
and (34) 

. ( x2 +. z2)1/2 . 
~'t'X + Z -r2 - --,--

cx2 
k+ = ----'----::----::---x2 + z2 

and in the last two integrals of those equations 

~'t'X + Z -r2 - --=-=---'-
. ( ·xz + z. 2)112 

h,+ = {J2 x2 + z2 
where as in the last two integrals of (32) and (34) 

'l..+ = i {•x- z (x2; z2 I -r2f2} 
r• trx{J < 'l" < tp • x2 + z2 
5. Wave front expansion 

The wave forms of the solutions given in (31) to (34) are evaluated by approximate 
estimation of the above integrals in the neighbourhood of the time of the first arrival 
of the different waves. To facilitate this. evaluation we put -r = A + a, where A is 
the lower limit of the integrals in question and a varies from 0 tot -A. Then when 
x <f3zf(cx2 - (32)112, from (31) we get 

p 
u(x, z, t) = X 

:n,u0(1 + sz) 

X [H(t -t )Jt-t"' -·Im{ h+ . (llf e•m,+(t-t.-a) + 
" (1 + h~v2) W(h+) + 

0 
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+ T + e•m,.(t-t"{J-a)) dk+} da + 
da 

t-t!X{J 

+ H(t - t )J - v Re { k~ (S e•m~+(t-t"'{J-a) + 
"fJ (I + k~ vz) tP(k+) + 

' + T + ,..,,,•-•P-•l) •::::} dal (36) 

A similar type of expressions for w(x, z, t) can be written by substituting-,; = A + a 
. in the equations (33) and (34). For approximate evaluation of the integrals (35) and 

(36) just after the arrival of the corresponding wave fronts it has to be noted that 
e•m,.(t-A-a)--+ I ' e•m,.(t-A -a) --+I and a --+ 0 as t --+A , . 
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where A is the arrival time of a typical wave front. So, when A = t"', using the facts 
that 

and 

(x2 + z2)2 tx4{ x2(tx2 _ 2(J2) + tx2z2} 
~--------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~= 

{ x2(tx2 -v2) +tx2z2} [.82x2(3z2 -x2) -3tx2z2(x2+z2) -4,8x2z{ x2(tx2 -,82) +tx2z2}1f2] 

as a ~o and that 

(h~ + 2__)1/2 
dh+ . tx2 1 

da = { 
2 

(x2 +tx z2?/2 + a} 112 a1f2 ' 

the first two integrals of the equations (35) and (36) just after the arrival of P-waves 
can approximately be evaluated to the form 

u(x, z, t) = 
y2P H(t-t"") xztx3i2(x2+z2)1i4 { vx+tx(x2+z2)1i2} { x2(tx2-2,82)+tx2z2} (t-t,) 112 

np,o(l + sz) { x2(tx2 - v2) + tx2z2} [,82x2(3z2 - x2) - 3tx2z2(x2 + z2) - 4x2z,B X 

x {x2(tx2 -,82) +tx2z2}1f2J. 

Similarly, the approximate value of w just after the arrival of P-waves is given by 

iv(x, z, t) = 
y2 PH(t-(,) z2tx3f2(x2+z2)1f4 { vx+tx(x2+z2)1f2} { x2(tx2:__ 2,82) +tx2z2} (t - t"')1f2 

nt-t0(1 + sz) { x2(tx2 - v2) + tx2z2} [,82x2(3z2 - x2) - 3tx2z2(x2 + z2) - 4x2z,B x 
x {x2(tx2 _ ,82) + tx2z2}1f2]. 

The same method is applied for approximate evaluation of u and w just after the 
arrival of S-waves. It should be remembered 1n this case that 

i-cx + z (-c2 - x2; :~)1/2 
A = t/3 ' h+ = . ~ t{J < T < t • 

x2 +z2 

The effects of ~ and w1 on the displacement components u and v due to S-waves 
just after their arrival are found to be 

~(x, z, t) = 
_ 2y2 PH(t-t,) xz2tx,B3f2(x2+~2)1f4 { vx+,B(x2+z2)1f2} {,82z2-x2(tx2-,82) }1/2 (t-tp)1f2 

- np,0(l + sz) { x2(,82 - v2) + ,82z2} [tx2x2(3z2 - x2) - 3,82z2(x2 + z2) - 4x2ztx x · 
x {,82z2 _ x2(tx2 _ ,82)}1/2] , 

w1(x, z, t) = 

= :_2V2P H(t-tp)x2ztx,B3f2(x2+z2)1f4 { vx+,B(x2+z2)1f2} {,82z2-x2(tx2-,82) }1/2(t-tp)112 

np,o(l + sz) { x2(,82 - v2) + ,82z2} [tx2x2(3z2 - x2) - 3,82z2(x2 + z2) - 4x2Z!X X 

x {,82z2 _ x2(tx2 _ ,82)}112] 
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for 0 < x < f3zf(a 2 - {32)
112 , and in the region x > f3zf(a2 - {32)112, PS-waves exist and 

arrive earlier than S-waves. 
We approximately calculate the last two integrals of (36), which will give the 

effect of u2 on the displacement components u due to PS-waves just after their 
arrival. In this case 

i {-rx- z (x2 + z2 - -,;2)1/2} 
h+ = f32 

x2 + z2 
Then 

and 

dh t(X G2 - : 2r2 

____.:!: -+ --,---"-----,--7'=--

da ax(!__ - !_)1/2 - z 
f32 ()1,2 

where in these expressions terms containing higher order of ·a are neglected because 
a -+ 0 as t -+ t"fJ' a:ild we get 

4{2PH(t - t"'p) a 5 
( \- \)

514 

( ) . . f3 (X ( )3f9 
u2 x, z, t = { ( 1 1 ) 112_ }312 t - t"'fJ ~ . 

3nfL0(1 + sz) (a - v) ax - - - - z f32 ()1,2 -

Similarly, the effect on the displacement component w just after the arrival of PS
waves is given by 

4 )12 PH(t- t"p) a4 ( 12- 12)3/4 

( ) f3 (X ( )3/2 
w2 x, z, t =- { (1 1)1/2 }3/2 t --t,.p . 

3nfL0(l + sz) (a - v) ax -- - - z f32 ()1,2 

We iww find out the effects of u 3 and w3 on the displacement components u and w 
in the neighbourhood of the point C (Fig. 3), where S- and PS-waves arrive at the 
same time. In this case tp = t"p and 

4PH(t _ t ) 2314a114f3312z512 
us(x, z, t) = - "fJ (t - t" )314 , 

- 3nf1-0(1 + sz) x1314(a - v) fJ 
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Fig. 3 

6~ Concluding remarks 

It is foundfrom the integrals (31) to (34) that the effect of inhomogeneity enters 
into the expressions for u and v through the factors e•m,(t-T) and e•m,(t-T) in the cor
responding integrands. So, if these two factors are absent, and that is so if e = 0, 
a parallel case for a homogeneous medium is obtained. 

Also, it is interesting to note that in the neighbourhood of points just after the 
arrival of the different wave fronts the displacement components are independent of 
e, i.e., at any point, the effect of the first arrival of wave fronts on the displacement 
components is the same for homogeneous as well as for inhomogeneous.media. But 
as time goes on, e o-ccurring in the exponential terms of the integrals (31) to (34) for 
u and w will have its effect, and consequently, the amplitude of the wave fronts will 
decay exponentially with time due to inhomogeneity of the medium. · 
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RAYLEIGH WAVES DUE TO NONUNIFORMLY PROPAGATING 

DIP-SLIP FAULT 
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It is assumed. that a crack is developed suddenly along a horizontal line at 
a finite depth below the surface of the earth which is assumed to be an iso
tropic homogeneous elastic medium. The crack moves along a vertical 
plane upto the free surface. Assuming the motion to be two dimensional 
the surface displacement due to Rayleigh waves produced by nonuniformly 
moving crack has been determined by using Green's function representa
tion theorem and following the technique developed by Knopoff and 
Gilbert (1959). For different types of fault propagation, the displacement 
components derived in integral form are numerically evaluated and are 
shown by ·means of graphs which may be of interest in earthquake engi
neering. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The study of dynamic crack propagation is very important in geophysics and in 
earthquake engineering science. In geophysics it is desirabl,eto formulate the earth
quake source in terms of physical· parameters and to study the long period ·waves over 
a large distance and for a long time. j\lso in structural engineering it is essential to 
know the nature of surf~~e waves covering a large distance. At a particular place the 
ground motion produc~d by the earthquake is a very complicated function of the 
nature of propagation of the crack and the geological properties of the place as well. 
Most of the known solutions of the moving crac-k are restricted by the assumption of 
consta~t velocity of propagation, which is not in general expected. Mal ( 1972) dis
cussed Rayleigh wave propagatio~ by,a finite fault moving :with con~ta!lt velocity. 
He represented the shear failure by ajump in the tangential components.of displace
ment across the fault surface. Achenbach and Abo-Zeno (1972) analyzed the wave 
motions generated by a vertical sttike slip fault on which motio·n is -opposed by a 
frictional shear stress and which is assumed to incr~ase linearly with depth. Freund 

. (1973) discussed wave motions as expected in case of a n~m_uniformly expanding line 
load. Fossum and Freund (1975) considered a model in which a plane strain shear 
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crack moves from rest at a nonuniform rate under the action of general loading. 
First motion response of an elastic half space due to a nonuniformly moving disloca
tion by Cagniard De-Hoop technique is determined by Roy (1978). In~ recent paper 
Markenscoff and Clifton ( 1981) analyzed the motion of an edge dislocation starting 
from rest and moving thereafter nonuniformly on its slip plane by means of Laplace 
transform, where the inversion of the transform is accomplished by Cagniard 
De-Hoop ·method. 

In the present paper an idealised earthquake model is consi<;!ered. A fault 
break along a horizontal line at a finite depth below the free surface is assumed to 
appear suddenly and to move vertically upward with nonuniform motion upto the 
free surface. A discontinuity in components of displacement across the fault break is 
prescribed. The displacement components on the free surface due to Rayleigh waves 
are determined for nonuniform motion of the crack. 

To find the solution of the problem the technique developed by Knopoff and-. 
Gilbert with appropriate modification is u~ed. The technique is found to be extr~mely 
powerful for tackling such type of boundary value problems. Ghosh (1972) applied 
the method to show the possibility of attenuation of microseismic waves due to the 
p rescnce of an upward folding. of the ocean bottom into the liquid. Following 
Knopoff and Gilbert, the moving crack is replaced by a set of virtual sources located 
at the fault surface HO. The displacement on the free· surface is written a·s the sum 
of the contribution of these sources with the aid of suitable Green's. functiun repre
sentation theorem. 

Three particular cases of nonuniform motion of the crack are considered. 
Horizontal and vertical components of surface displacements due to Rayleigh waves 
produced by the propagating crack are determined and shown by means of graphs. 

. In the mathematicaL and physical structure of wave propagation. phenomenon, 
Jhe model assumed here is although over simplified, yet it brings forth some major 
features which are usually present in the ground motion. 

2. FORMULA T!ON OF TiiE PROBLEM AND SOLUTION 

The origin. of the co-ordinate frame (x, y) is at the epicentre 0. It is assumed 
that a crack suddenly appearing atthe focus H moves vertically upwards upto the 
free surface 0 with a nonun'iform speed. The length ~f the crack measured from H at 
any time t is h(t), which is assumed· to be strictly monotonic increasing function of 
timet. 

The Fourier transform f(x, y, w) of the functionf(x, y, t) is defined by 

. - 00 

f(x, y, w) = f f(x, y, t)e''"' dt . -oo . . . ... (1) 
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l R 
H 

FIG. 1. Geometry of dip-slip fault. 

Let G~' (x, y I x 0 , yo), (m, n = (x, y)) be the component of Green's function 

G111(x, y I x 0 , y0 ) at the point (x, y) in the direction of n due to a point source of 
force in m-direction and situated at (x0 , y0). If now u(x, y) and v(x, y) be the dis-

placement components along x andy directions respectively and P~~"' , P~;'' and 

P~~·> be the stress components then their Fourier transforms defined by (I) satisfy 

the following differential equations: 

8P (U>V) BP (UH) 
>:Y. xy -- + -- + Pw 2u(x, y) = 0 ... (2) 
ox By 

8P (u,v) apl••l . 
xy J'Y -

·-"- + -8- + Pw2 v(x, y) = 0 ... (3} 
ux y 

ap[G"('''Y I "'o• Yo)] aplG''(••Y I "o/o)] 
XX zy -

ox + ay + Pw 2 G"':(x,_y I Xo, Yo) 

- il(x - x0) o (y - y 0) .•• (4) 

0 0 .(5) 

ap[GY(X'Y I "o• Yo)] ,;p[GY("''Y ! "o• Yo)] 
XX Xy _ 

ox + oy + Pw 2 G~ (x, y ! Xo, y 0) = 0 ... (6) 

-[GY(X'Y I "o,Yo)] a-[GY(X•V I "o,.vo)] 
8P xy P.vy 

ox + oy + poiG~(x'y I Xo• Yo) 

= - 8 (x - x0) o (y - y 0) ..• (7) 

where p is the density of the material and o( ) is Dirac's delta function. 
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Multiply eqn. (2) by G~(x, y I x 0 , y 0 ) and (4) by u(x, y) and subtract the latter 

from the former. Also multiply eqn. (3) by G~(x, y I x0 , y0 ) and (5) by ;-(x, y) and 

subtract the latter from the former. These two resulting equations are then added and 
integrated over the region R to yield the following equation: 

I J { Box [ G~(x, y I Xo,' ;o) p xx( u, v) + a:(x, y I Xo, Yo) p xiu, ~) 
R 

- u.Px{ G"(x, y I Xo, Yo) J- v Px{ G~(x, y I Xo, Yo)]] 

+ : [G~(x,y I Xo, Yo)P,y(u,v) + a;cx, y I Xo, Yo) ~y{u, v) 
y . 

- uP.:{ G"(x, y I Xo, Yo) J -v Pyy[ G"(x, y I Xo, Yo)]]} 

X dR = u (xo, Yo). 
...(8) 

For details of the analysis to obtain eqn. (8), we refer to the paper of Ghosh (1972). 

Applying Green's theorem, the integral in (8) over the region R. is converted 
to an integral over the curves S, S1o S 2 (shown in Fig. 1) bounding the region R and 
we have 

f { a:cx, y I Xo, Yo) Pnx(u, v) + G;(x, y I Xo, Yo) fi,y (u, v) 
S+S +S 

1 2 

Since the stresses due to (u, v) are zero on the free surfaces S, S1, S2 and the stresses 

due to Green's function are also zero on the free surface S, so we obtain from (9). 

~ -
J {[u] Pxx[G"(O, y I x 0 , y0)] + [v]Pxy (G"t0, y I Xo, Yo)]} dy = u(xo, Yo) 
0 

... (10) 
. . 

where [u] and [v] represent the jump discontinuity in displacement components across 
.the crack HO and HO = I is the length of the crack. Since we are considering a dip
slip fault, so there is no displacement discontinuity along x-direction across the 
fault surface. Consequently [u] = 0. Also, as we are interested in surface displace
ment only, so the equation (10) reduces to the form 

! - -

J. [v] P xy [G"(O, y I x~. 0)] dy = u(x0 , 0). 
0 

.. .( 11) 
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Conside'ringthe equati~ns (2), (3), (6) and (7), following the same procedure, we get 

t 

J [v] P"'Y [G.V(O, y I x0 , 0)] dy = v (x0 , 0). 
0 

The Fourier transforms of the Green's functions are-

-y -i 
G/x,y I x0 , 0) = 

2
-

7TtJ, 

...(12) 

... (13) 

Here ki = cu 2/rt.2
, k~ = w2/~2• VI = V~2 

- kL v2 = v~2 - k~ and R(~) = 4~2viv2 
- (~2+v~)2; oc, ~ are respectively P-wave and S-wave velocities. The values of vi(~) 
and v2(!;) are to be so chosen that with such values the expression -for the displacement 
decay exponentially as)' -+ oo for real vi(~) and v2(~)' 

The Fourier transform of the stress P xy[Gx(o, y I x0, 0)] on the line of faulting 
HO is given by 

Since we want to determine the surface displacement due to Rayleigh waves, we need 
to determine the value of the integral in (14)"for Rayleigh pole contribution only, for 
which we refer to Mal and Knopoff (1968). The Rayleigh p9le contribution to the 
integral (14) is evaluated by following the method prescribed by Lapwood (1949) and 

p x,.[G-'"(0, y I Xo, 0)] is found to be 



and 

where 
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;ro4, {exp (- !c'; ~ •'-c~+exp(- ~;. ~~'-c~y)} 1 
x exp( i ::0 

) for w>O ! 

· (. wXo ) c 0 X exp l c;;- , ror w < 

~ 
I 

J 

999 

... (15) 

... (16) 
and CR is the Rayleigh wave velocity. 

Similarly, the contribution from the Rayleigh pole to Px.)'[GY(O, y I x 0 , 0)] is fonnd to 
be 

and ... (17) 

where 

1 
Bl ="-· --

2~cR 

.( 2()L-c~) J oc2-ci 

X . 112 112 

t" ( 2~'-c~ )-~{::_::) -•{::_:~) -2J ( •'-c; )(~'-c~) . 
... (18) 
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The discontinuity in displacement,along the line of faulting at any time t and at a 
depth y below the free surface is assumed to be 

[v] = DH[h(t) - (/- y)] [H(y) - H(y -- l)] 

= DH[t -- r(y)] [H(y) - H(y- 1)] ... (19) 

H( ) is Heaviside step function and r(y} = h-1(/-y), which is the inverse function of 
hand it exists as h(t) is strictly monotonic increasing function. Fourier transform of 
eqn. (19) is given by 

- ~ 

[v] = D[H(y) ·- H(y - /)] J H[t - r(y)]ei .. t dt 
-00 

00 

= D[H(y) - H(y-l)] J e; .. , dt = D[H(y) - H(y - f)] 
r<y) 

... (20) 

Putting the value of [v] from (20) in (II) and then taking Fou~ier inversion of (I 1) 
and changing the order of integration one obtains 

l 00 

u(x0, 0)= fr, J dy J ei .. <r<y>-t> ( 7T3( u>) + : )P:.Y [G~(O, y I x0, 0)] dw. 
0 -00 

Substituting the value ofPxy from (15) in the above equation we get 

or 

u(x0 , 0) 
. D 

Similarly; we obtain 

v(x0 , 0) 
~ 

-exp(- ~:R '\) ~2-c; y )] cos (r(y)- t + ~: ) w }dw 

... (21) 

(equation continued on p. 1001) 
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... (22) 

3. DIFFERENT CASES OF NONUNIFORM CRACK SPEED 

In this section we determine the Rayleigh wave displacement on. the free surface 
for different nonuniform motions of the vertical crack. 

Case 1-Here it is assumed that h(t) = ct, where cis the constant velocity of 
propagation of the fault and we have 

t = 1 - Y = r(y) . 
c . .. (23) 

Substituting the value of r(y) from (23) in (21) and (22) and integrating the resulting 
equation one gets 

where 

and 

u(x0, 0) = _ AG c: [A {_!_In 
D 41tp CR. B 2 ;} 

G { I G
2 + X 2 

- H 2 In T2 + cR tan-1 £}] 
CG X . . .. (24) 

v(x0 , 0) 
D 

= __: A(l + G
2

) c [ __!__ { CA tan-l ~- __ 1 In A2 + X 2 
} 

2TTP CR B CR X 2 T2 

- _1_{ ~ tan-1 _Q_- _1_ ln G_~_+ X2 }] 
H CR X 2 T 2 ... (25) 

_ J _ -~~ ~2 _ c2 ( c~ ~2 ) f c2 
A - 1 p o: 2 , B - 1 + c~ 1 - ~" -~ , G = '\J 1 - ~: 

. c2 .( 
H=l+2"I 

CR . 
_ ~ ) X = Xo _ tcR T = CR _ feR + .&_ 

~2 
, l l ' c l l 

A G 
p = 2{1 + G2

) - G - A - 2AG. 

T = 0 implies t = ~ + _!_which is the time taken to reach the point (x0 , 0) by 
CR C 

Rayleigh wave, which is emitted from the epicentre 0 when the crack reaches the 
free surface and X = 0 implies t = x0fcR which is the time taken to reach the point 
(x0 , 0) by the Rayleigh wave generated at Has soon as the crack appears at H. 

Case 2-In this case it is assumed that the crack starts to move vertically up
ward with a finite velocity a and has a retardation b. Here at a time t after the for
mation of the crack 

h(t) (<;,!) =at 1 b 0 - t-
2 
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so that 

7 1( l - z) 
r(y) =a 1 + [1 - (2bl/a2)(1 -z)]l 12 • 

Substituting the value of r(y) in (21) and (22) we obtain 

u(x0 , 0) 
D 

- -- • CR 2(1 - z) 2 AG J1 

[ Az 
'TIP 

0 
Az· + {a 1 + [l-2F(l-z))li2 +X} 

+X}']az 
Gz 

G2z2 +{caR 2(1 - z). __ _ 
·--:-1--:+--=[l~-=2F(l - z)]I 12 

v(x0,~ =- ~ CR (t _E._)( I _ c~ ) 
D 1TP ~2 . ct.~ 2~2 

x f(2~l+(I-~R~-z))112 +X)z2 dz j 
0 

...(26) 

... (27) 

... (28) 

where F = blfaz and the other constants have the same values mentioned earlier. It 
may be noted that the integrands in equations (27) and (28) have a singularity at 

z = 0 provided 

2~ 1 a 1 + v 
1

_
2

F +X= 0, which implies that 

Xo + 2! 
t = -c;; a(l + v l-(2blfa2)) 

This is the time to reach the point (xo. 0 1 by the Rayleigh wave emitted from the 
epicentre 0 just after the arrival of the crack at this point. 

Case 3- Finally let the crack at a depth l below the free surface, start to move 
vertically upward with infinitely large velocity which gradually decays with time. 

Accordingly h(t) is taken in the form 

h(t) = D1 v t where D1 is a CO'}stant. 

or 

n1vt = 1- y. 

Therefore 

r(y) = [(1 - y)/D1l ... (29) 
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As before substituting the value of r(y) in (21) and (22) and making a change of vari
able of the integration, we have 

u(xo, O) 
D 

v(x0 , 0) 
D 

. 1 

=- K
2
AG J [--;--~~;--;:-:-A~~~-~ 

47tP z4 -4za+(K2A2 +2M+4)2 z2
- 4Mz+M2 

0 

... (30) 

1 

J 
z2(z2

- 2z+M)dz 
X -{:-::K:;:;2 A~" z-:-• --;+---;-( z72 -------2z.....!.;-+-M-;-;::-;)2:;-'} 7{ K;:;:2i-::G~' z-::-.• -;-+'( z"2-:-"2,---z +-;--;-M=)~"} 

0 ••. (31) 

where K2 = DilleR, M = 1 - (tcR/l) (DiffeR) + (x0/l) (Di/lcR) and the other con
stants have same values as meutioned before. Again, the intcgrands in eqns. (30) 
and (31) are singular at z = 0 if M = 0. This corresponds to t = (x0 /cR) + (!2/Di) 
which is the time of arrival at (x0 , 0) of the Rayleigh wave which is generated at 0 
just after the arrival of the crack on the free surface. 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

When the earth material is under tension or comp;ession in a direction parallel 
to the free surface, shear failure occurs on a fault plane. In general, this failure 
moves with nonuniform spc·ed. Numerical computations are car.ried out for poisson 
solid((/./~ = v3) and ·[~r cRif. = 0.9194. The quantities A, B, G, H, X, T, P, K, M, F 
defined in section 3 are all dimensionless. 

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the variation of components of displacement with 

4 6 

~ == ·s c 
CR = z 
c .· 

8 

L CR 
-l-.-

(b) 

Fros. 2(a, b). Horizontal and vertical components of d;splacement versus time. Case of crack 
propagation with uniform velocity. 
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8 

FIGs. 3(a, b). Horizontal and Vertical components of displacement versus time. Case of crack 
propagation with retardation and finite starting velocity. 

time. The dimensionless displacement components are plotted against dimensionless 
time TH and T0 indicated in the figures correspond to the arrival times at (x0 , 0) of 
the Rayleigh waves from the focus H and the fault break at 0. Figures 2(a, b) 
correspond to the case I of section 3 where the constant velocity of propagation of 
the crack (cR/c = 0.8 and 2) is assumed. Figures 3(a, b) correspond to the case 
where the' crack starts with a finite velocity a and has a retardation b. Here also two 
cases cRfa = 0.8 and 2 with the assumption that F = 1/3, are considered. Figures 
4(a, b) depicts the case 3 where the initial velocity of crack propagation is assumed 
to be infinitely large and K is taken to be equal to 1. 

From eqns. (21) and (22) it may be noted that u(x0 , 0)/D and v(x0 , 0)/D are 
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Fros: 4(a, b). Horizontal and Vertical components of displacement versus time. Case of crack 
propagation with retardation and infinite starting velocity. 

functions (x0 /1) - (cRt/1). Therefore in all computational works, without any loss of 
generality x0// h~s been taken to be equal'to 1, because any change in value of x0/l 
will merely cause a shifting of the graphs along the direction of cRt//. 

We find that in each case the . strongest ground motion occurs at T0 = CRt/! 
which correspond to the arrival time of Rayleigh waves from the surface break at 0. 
Also it is found that though the nature of the graphs in three different cases differ 
between T H and T0 but their natures are · almost the same after the arrival of 
Rayleigh waves from the surface break. This may be explained from the fact that 

I 

the main contribution to the ground motion due to Rayleigh wave is from a small 
portion of the fault near. the .surface after the arrival of Rayleigh wave from the 
surface break. So the contribution from the details of crack initiation becomes in
significant after T~. It may be mentioned in this connection that though contribution 
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of Rayleigh wave to the ground motion is significant at large distances from the epi
centre, the effect of body waves near the epicentral region cannot be ignored. This 
effect may be incorporated if we consider in addition to the contribution from 
Rayleigh pole, the contribution from the branch line integrals arising from the 
evaluation of stresses due to Green's function. 
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